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Abstract
Three-dimensional (3-D) or vertical integration is a design and packaging paradigm that can
mitigate many of the increasing challenges related to the design of modern integrated systems.
3-D circuits have recently been at the spotlight, since these circuits provide a potent approach
to enhance the performance and integrate diverse functions within a multi-plane stack.
Clock networks consume a great portion of the power dissipated in a circuit. Therefore,
designing a low-power clock network in synchronous circuits is an important task. This
requirement is stricter for 3-D circuits due to the increased power densities. Synchronization
issues can be more challenging for 3-D circuits since a clock path can spread across several
planes with different physical and electrical characteristics. Consequently, designing low
power clock networks for 3-D circuits is an important issue. Resonant clock networks are
considered efficient low-power alternatives to conventional clock distribution schemes. These
networks utilize additional inductive circuits to reduce power while delivering a full swing
clock signal to the sink nodes. In this research, a design method to apply resonant clocking to
synthesized clock trees is proposed.
Another considerable challenge for 3-D integration is manufacturing and the related yield
implications. Manufacturing processes for 3-D circuits include some additional steps as
compared to standard CMOS processes, such as wafer thinning and TSV fabrication. This
manufacturing complexity makes 3-D circuits more susceptible to manufacturing defects,
which can lower the overall yield of the bonded 3-D stack. Testing is another complicated
task for 3-D ICs, where pre-bond test is a prerequisite. Contactless testing methods have
been considered as an alternative for conventional test methods. Pre-bond testability, in turn,
presents new challenges to 3-D clock network design primarily due to the incomplete clock
distribution networks prior to the bonding of the planes. A design methodology of resonant
3-D clock networks that support wireless pre-bond testing is introduced. To efficiently address
this issue, inductive links are exploited to wirelessly transmit the clock signal to the disjoint
resonant clock networks. The inductors comprising the LC tanks are used as the receiver
circuit for the links, essentially eliminating the need for additional circuits and/or interconnect
resources during pre-bond test.
Through Silicon Vias (TSVs) are the enablers for achieving high bandwidth paths in inter-
plane communications. TSVs also provide higher vertical link density and facilitate the heat
vii
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flow in the 3-D circuits as compared to other potential schemes such as inductive links.
However, reliability issues and crosstalk problems among adjacent TSVs decrease the yield
and performance of TSV based circuits. Moreover, the area footprint of TSVs and related
keep-out areas is significant. Reducing the number of TSVs employed for inter-plane signal
transferring can alleviate these problems.
Serialization can be considered as a solution to alleviate the challenges related to TSV bunches
for transferring data among the planes. Converting parallel data into higher-rate serial data
can reduce the number of TSVs and consequently area and cross-talk effects. Conversely,
using serializer/deserializers circuits can add complexity to system design, specifically when
bandwidth is limited and with respect to power consumption. A study of serial vs. parallel
data communication for TSV-based 3-D circuits is presented in this research.
Recent FPGAs are quite complex circuits which provide reconfigurablity at the cost of lower
performance and higher power consumption as compared to ASIC circuits. Exploiting a large
number of programmable switches, routing structures aremainly responsible for performance
degradation in FPAGs. Employing 3-D technology can provide more efficient switches which
drastically improve the performance and reduce the power consumption of the FPGA. RRAM
switches are one of the most promising candidates to improve the FPGA routing architecture
thanks to their low on-resistance and non-volatility. Along with the configurable switches,
buffers are the other important element of the FPGAs routing structure. Different characteris-
tics of RRAM switches- as compared to CMOS transmission gates - change the properties of
signal paths in RRAM-based FPGAs. The on resistance of RRAM switches is considerably lower
than CMOS pass gate switches which results in lower RC delay for RRAM-based routing paths.
This different nature in critical path and signal delay in turn affect the need for intermediate
buffers. Thus the buffer allocation should be reconsidered. In the last part of this research, the
effect of intermediate buffers on signal propagation delay is studied and a modified buffer
allocation scheme for RRAM-based FPGA routing path is proposed.
Key words: 3-D integration, Through Silicon Via (TSV), Resonant clocking, Pre-bond test,
Inductive link, Serialization, Resistive Ram (RRAM), FPGA, Routing path
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Résumé
L￿intégration verticale ou tridimensionnelle (3-D) est un paradigme de conception et de
réalisation de circuits électroniques qui peut résoudre un grand nombre des défis couramment
rencontrés dans la conception de circuits intégrés. Les circuits 3-D ont été récemment mis en
avant du fait de leur capacité à améliorer les performances et à intégrer diverses fonctionnalités
au sein de plusieurs niveaux de transistors.
Les réseaux de distribution d￿horloge sont responsables d￿une grande partie de la consomma-
tion d￿un circuit numérique. Dès lors, la conception de réseaux d￿horloge à basse consom-
mation pour les circuits synchrones est d￿une importance capitale. Ce besoin est d￿autant
plus fort pour les circuits 3-D du fait de leur grande densité d￿intégration. Les problèmes
de synchronisation sont également plus ardus avec les circuits 3-D en considérant qu￿un
simple signal d￿horloge peut être distribué à travers plusieurs niveaux possédant chacun
ses caractéristiques électriques et physiques propres. En conséquence, le développement de
réseaux de distribution d￿horloge à basse consommation est vital. Les réseaux de distribution
résonants sont considérés comme des alternatives efficaces aux solutions conventionnelles de
distribution d￿horloges. Ces réseaux utilisent des circuits inductifs pour limiter la puissance
consommée tout en fournissant un signal d￿horloge ayant une plage de tension maximale
aux différents noeuds. Cette thèse propose une méthode de conception automatisée pour la
synthèse de réseaux d￿horloges résonnants.
Un autre défi de taille pour l￿intégration 3-D est l￿augmentation du rendement de fabrication.
Le processus de fabrication utilisé pour les circuits 3-D nécessite la réalisation d￿étapes
supplémentaires par rapport à une fabrication CMOS standard, telles que l￿amincissement des
couches de silicium ou encore la réalisation des contacts électriques entre les niveaux, connus
sous le nomde "Through Silicon Vias" (TSV). Cette hausse de la complexité de fabrication rend
les circuits 3-D plus susceptibles aux défauts de fabrication réduisant ainsi le rendement global
des circuits 3-Dune fois empilés et assemblés. Le test des circuits 3-D est une étape non-triviale
pour laquelle les tests intermédiaires avant assemblage dits “pre-bond tests” deviennent
nécessaires. Des méthodes de test sans contact ont été envisagées comme alternatives aux
méthodes traditionnelles. Cependant, ceci crée des nouveaux défis pour le test des réseaux de
distribution d￿horloge pour circuits 3-D avant assemblage, du fait que le réseau d￿horloge n￿est
complet qu￿après assemblage de tous les niveaux. Pour résoudre efficacement ce problème,
des liens inductifs sont utilisés pour transmettre les signaux d￿horloge aux réseaux résonants
ix
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disjoints. Ainsi, des circuits LC sont utilisés pour la réception de signaux, éliminant ainsi
l￿utilisation de connections physiques ou de circuits additionnels pour les “pre-bond tests”.
Les TSVs sont les éléments permettant la communication de données à haute vitesse entre
les différents niveaux des circuits 3-D. Comparés aux liens inductifs, les TSVs fournissent une
densité accrue de liens verticaux et facilitent l￿extraction de chaleur. Cependant, des problèmes
de fiabilité et de diaphonie (“crosstalk”) entre les TSVs adjacent limitent le rendement de
fabrication et la performance finale des circuits les employant. De plus, la taille d￿un TSV
est non négligeable. La réduction du nombre de TSVs employés dans un circuit est alors
nécessaire pour limiter ces problèmes.
La sérialisation des transferts de données entre les niveaux peut être considérée comme une
solution. Convertir le transfert des données parallèles en série tout en augmentant la fréquence
de transmission permet de réduire le nombre de TSVs et de limiter les effets de diaphonie. En
revanche, l￿emploi de cette technique nécessite des circuits additionnels qui complexifient la
conception du système, tout particulièrement au niveau de la puissance consommée et de la
bande passante. Une étude traitant de la sérialisation des communications entre les niveaux
des circuits 3-D est aussi présentée dans cette thèse.
Les FPGAs récents sont des circuits complexes qui offrent un haut niveau de reconfigurabilité
par rapport aux ASICs, au détriment d￿une baisse de la performance et d￿une augmentation
de la puissance électrique consommée. L￿utilisation d￿un grand nombre de connections pro-
grammables et de matrices de routage est la principale limite des FPGAs modernes. L￿emploi
des technologies 3-D permet d￿envisager la réalisation de connections programmables plus
efficaces, et ainsi d￿améliorer drastiquement les performances et de réduire la consommation
des FPGAs. Les mémoires RRAM sont des candidats prometteurs pour améliorer les matrices
de routage, car elles offrent une faible résistance dans l￿état actif et sont non-volatile. En plus
des connections programmables, l￿utilisation de répéteurs, ou buffers, joue un rôle essentiel
au sein des FPGAs. Les caractéristiques des mémoires RRAM changent les propriétés des
chemins de données dans les FPGAs les mettant en oeuvre. La résistance à l￿état passant
d￿une mémoire RRAM est en effet nettement plus faible que celle des connections CMOS
conventionnelles ce que se traduit par des délais RC réduits dans les chemins de données.
Ceci modifie intrinsèquement les contraintes sur l￿architecture et impacte le nom de répé-
teurs nécessaires. Dans la dernière partie de cette thèse, les effets induits par l￿utilisation de
répéteurs sur les temps de propagation des signaux sont étudiés et une nouvelle méthode
d￿allocation de répéteurs pour FPGAs à base de mémoires RRAM est proposée.
Mots clefs : Intégration 3-D, Through Silicon Via (TSV), Réseau d￿horloge résonant, Test
pre-bond, Lien inductif, Sérialisation, Resistive Ram (RRAM), FPGA, chemin de routage
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1 Introduction
Three-dimentional (3-D) integration is an emerging candidate for implementing high perfor-
mance multifunctional systems-on-chip. This improvement in performance originates from
the drastic decrease in the on-chip interconnect length. Heterogeneous 3-D integration also
provides the opportunity to combine different technologies in different parts of the system
such as sensor, analog and RF, digital circuits and memory planes [26].
Figure 1.1: Moore’s Law from 1970 - 2005 .
During the last several decades remarkable growth had been achieved in electronics world. As
a singe of this improvement, Moore￿s law predicted that the transistor density in integrated
circuits doubles every 1.5 −2 years. Scaling trend reduces the size of transistors and improves
the performance of individual devices while reducing the power consumed by the devices. For
a period of time, moore￿s law successfully motivated the electronic world to scale down the
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transistor size and increase the transistor density in integrated circuits as shown in Figure 1.1
[27].
However, this trend cannot continue forever. Recently, some troubles have risen that slow
down the scaling speed. Limitation in manufacturing technologies andmaterials makes the
scaling of the feature size extremely difficult and expensive for deep sub-micron devices [28].
Certain device parameters like gate oxide thickness cannot be reduced anymore which results
in high leakage and parasitics for extremely scaled devices [27,29]. Due to these continuing
problems, increasing the operating frequency of the devices leads to high power consumption
and uncontrollable thermal problems. As shown in Figure 1.2 the intrinsic delay of an NMOS
transistor will increase by scaling beyond 45 nm [29].
Figure 1.2: The intrinsic delay of NMOS transistor for different feature sizes.
Besides, as the chip size continues to increase to provide more functionality, the total intercon-
nect length and corresponding RC delay also increases. In recent integrated circuits, especially
in the deep sub-micron regime, the interconnect delay becomes dominant compared to gate
delay as shown in Figure 1.3 [29,30]. Having long interconnects makes the designers insert
repeaters to reduce the RC delay. The power consumed by the interconnect and the repeaters
has become a considerable ratio of the total power consumption of the chip [30].
Therefore, improving the density and speed in integrated circuit cannot be simply achieved by
transistor scaling. New solution should be considered to provide higher density, functionality,
and performance for the integrated circuits while reducing the power consumption.
2
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Figure 1.3: interconnect delay vs. gate delay .
3-D integration is a potential solution to improve the performance of integrated circuits and
maintaining the progress defined byMoor￿s law. Expanding the design of integrated circuits
to vertical direction leads to significant benefits and serious challenges for 3-D ICs. The main
benefits of 3-D integration are higher density, shorter interconnects, and easier heterogeneous
integration [28]. 3-D integration also can reduce the power and even the cost of ICs [30].
Three-dimensional IC technology is in early stages and requires lots of study and standard-
ization to be stablished and exploited for high volume costumer electronics. The potential
advantages of integration is so huge that a big part of electronic community are working on
different issues of these technology. In next subsection we will discuss about the advantages
and challenges of integration.
1.1 Benefits of 3-D integration
1.1.1 Heterogeneous integration
Nowadays, consumer devices include divergent functionalities such as sensors, memory,
processors, and RF transceivers which have different and even incompatible process flows as
shown in Figure 1.4 [30,31]. Therefore, accommodating different parts in a single layer seems
to be extremely difficult if not impossible.
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Figure 1.4: heterogeneous system.
Vertical integration offers a great opportunity for heterogeneous systems where every layer
can be manufactured in a different process technology and stacked together to form a 3-D
circuit.
Moreover, 3-D integration can also improve the performance of heterogeneous systems by
mitigating substrate noise. In 2-D circuits where all different parts are fabricated on a same
silicon substrate, the noise injected from aggressive parts of the circuit (e.g. digital circuits)
to the substrate can degrade the performance of sensitive parts (e.g. analog circuits). In 3-D
circuits, these parts can be fabricated in different layers where having separated silicon bulks
can alleviate the substrate cross talk problems [28].
1.1.2 Higher density
In recent years, consumers show a great tendency to useminiaturized electronic products [31].
Moreover, manufacturers tend to increase the functionality per chip to reduce the number of
component on PCBs and the total cost. These trends makes transistor density an important
design issue for consumer electronic products. Exploiting 3-D integration can increase the
number of transistor in the same area as compared to 2-D circuits and improve the transistor
density. Figure 1.5 indicates that 3-D integration can improve the density and performance of
DRAMS as compared to other stacking technologies.
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Figure 1.5: improving the density and performance of DRAMs by using 3-D integration.
1.1.3 Shorter interconnect
Using multiple dies, 3-D ICs have smaller footprints for the same number of transistors as
compared to planar circuits. Total interconnect length will drastically decrease due to reduced
footprint area. Shorter interconnects can improve the specifications of the circuit in several
senses. One of the most important effects of shorter global interconnects is improving the
interconnect band-width. As mentioned before interconnect delay becomes an important
part of circuit delay in recent circuits and reducing interconnect delay can enhance the per-
formance of the circuit. Moreover a considerable amount of power is dissipated in global
interconnects which can be reduced by using shorter wire-lengths [27,28]. Shorter intercon-
nects also improve the routing congestion which can subsequently reduce the number of
metal layers used for routing each layer of 3-D circuits. Decreasing the number of metal layers
can reduce the manufacturing cost of the IC [32].
1.2 Challenges of 3-D integration
Vertical integration has such significant potential benefits that cannot be ignored. Integration
has not been matured yet and confronts important challenges. Expanding popular and stan-
dard 2D integration to third dimension requires newmanufacturing and design consideration
to alleviate corresponding issues. The main challenges for integration are listed below:
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1.2.1 Thermal problems
Thermal problems turn to be a big challenge for integration. The temperature in chip is
determined by the power consumption density and cooling mechanisms inside the chip. The
power consumption density is increased in integration due to stacking multiple thinned layers
in small area. In ICs, some layers are far from heat sinks and the heat should be dissipated
through other layers. Using special material for the chip and package that can dissipate the
heat faster and employing new cooling techniques such as liquid-based cooling are potential
solution to mitigate thermal problem in ICs [33]. Co-design 2D layers to avoid vertically
aligning potential hot spots is another approach to prevent emerging local heat accumulation
in circuits.
1.2.2 Design kit
integration as any new technology arises new challenges to Electronic Design Automation
(EDA). Expanding existing 2DEDAmethods to third dimensions requiresmassive efforts.Power
and clock delivery to all dies and managing IR drops should be carefully considered. TSVs are
sources of stress and reliability issues in circuits. Therefore stress-aware and reliability-aware
placing algorithms are required to allocate TSVs and other active parts of the circuits. Due to
high power density, fast and accurate thermal analysis and optimization algorithms should be
employed.
1.2.3 Test
Testing is an important part of high-volume chip manufacturing process. Testing is even more
important in ICs since additional manufacturing steps (rather than standard CMOS process)
makes these circuits more vulnerable to fabrication defects and reduces the yield. Accessibility
is one the main challenges for testing ICs. The number of pins is restricted and some layers
are not directly connected to the IO pins. How to connect the test probes to all these layers is
an important issue.
Pre-bond testing is an effective approach to increase the total yield of circuits. Testing each
die before bonding to other dies, prevents stacking damaged or nonfunctional dies with
known good dies (i.e. KGD). However, supporting pre-bond test imposes some additional
requirements such as providing temporary test pins and adds new complications to the test
process.
1.2.4 Mechanical stability
There are several concerns about mechanical stability in ICs. Circuits are composed of sev-
eral thinned layers which can have diverse materials and different sizes. Different thermal
expansion coefficient may cause mechanical stress for circuits as the operating tempera-
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ture changes.Thinned wafers themselves are another source of mechanical problems in ICs.
Thinned wafers can be easily defected and even broken during the manufacturing and bond-
ing process. Even exploiting carrier wafers may cause some mechanical issues especially
during bonding and de-bonding process. TSVs are the other important source of stress in
circuits. TSVs induce thermo-mechanical stress in silicon substrate due to mismatch in the
coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE) between TSV conductor and the silicon substrate.
1.3 Classification of vertical integration
Integration comes in many forms and shapes.
1.3.1 Coarse-Grain ICs
In recent years, several methods such as System-in-Package (SiP) is proposed to connect either
bare or packaged dies along the vertical dimension. The dies within an SiP are integrated at
the die or package level, where only coarse-grain interconnections can be achieved among the
circuitries in different tiers. An SiP has higher packaging efficiency and a smaller footprint and
weight rather than a conventional 2D system. However, Due to the limited locations and low
density of these vertical interconnects, the advantage of 3-D integration to support shorter
interconnects cannot be fully utilized in 3-D SiPs. There are different methods to implement
vertical interconnection in SiPs such as wire bonding (see Figure 1.6 (a)), peripheral vertical
interconnect (see Figure 1.6 (b)), area array vertical interconnect (see Figure 1.6 (c)), and
metallization on the faces of an SiP, as shown in Figure 1.6(d).
1.3.2 Fine-Grain ICs
Monolithic 3-D integration
Monolithic approach enables extreme fine-grain vertical integration by sequential device
process rather than bonding fabricated dies together. In this approach the upper layers are
successively grown above the lower layers as shown in Figure 1.7. The two device layers are
connected bymolithic intertier vias (MIVs).
Polylithic 3-D integration
In polylithic approach, each layer is processed separately, using conventional fabrication
methods and different layers are assembled by different bonding technologies. The main
difference between these ICs and SiPs is that in polylithic ICs inter-plane vertical interconnec-
tions can be allocated in any location (not occupied by active devices) and their location is
not limited to the periphery or a fix dedicated area [28].
Ploylithic 3-D ICs require additional fabrication steps rather than standard 2D process to
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Figure 1.6: Different methods of implementing vertical interconnects for SIPs
Figure 1.7: Monolithic integration [1].
implement vertical interconnection. However, the manufacturing process is much simpler
thanmonolithic 3-Ds since each layer can be fabricated by standard 2D approaches. There
8
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Figure 1.8: different inter-plane communication methods for fine grain 3-D circuits.
are different inter-plane communication schemes for 3-D integration such as contactless
communication (i.e. capacitive and inductive coupling) and using through silicon vias as
shown in Figure 1.8.
Among all these integration approaches, TSV based 3-D integration has the potential to offer
the greatest bandwidth for vertical interconnect, and therefore is the most promising one
among all the vertical interconnect technologies. TSVs can be inserted at any available location
where vertical interconnection is required, fully exploiting the advantage of 3-D ICs in reducing
interconnect length and delay. Second, different tiers of TSV-based 3-D ICs are separately
fabricated, which shortens the manufacturing time as compared to monolithic 3-D ICs and
allows integration of different technologies in different tiers.
One of themain alternatives for TSVs is contactless links. The contactless 3-D ICs are formed by
bonding, typically, bare dice with a diversity ofmethods [34]. In these circuits, communication
among circuits in different planes is achieved through AC-coupling. An AC Coupling Interface
(ACCI) uses the transitions of a digital signal as the useful part of information and discards
the DC component. Specialized links transfer data among the planes either capacitively
[35] or inductively [36]. Capacitively coupled links use a single metal layer in each plane to
form a capacitor, whereas in inductive links spiral inductors (which can require several metal
layers) are utilized. To sustain inter-plane communication, while using typical on-chip power
supply voltages the plates of the capacitor must be in close proximity (<10 µm) [35]. This
requirement poses stringent constraints on the thickness of the bonded wafers. Moreover, this
requirement limits the number of planes that can utilize this type of communication to only
two planes. Consequently, capacitive coupling is primarily used for face-to-face bonded 3-D
circuits. Inductive links are a promising candidate for inter-plane wireless communication
due to the better performance for larger communication distances as compared to capacitive
links. Contactless links are employed to transfer the AC signal among the planes. The power
of the transferred signal can be adapted by different circuit parameters, such as the number
and the width of the inductor turns [36]. Contactless links are implemented with standard
CMOS processes, which reduce the manufacturing complexity as compared to wired vertical
links. Moreover, contactless 3-D ICs do not require the use of ESD protection circuits as
compared to TSV based 3-D ICs [37], reducing the power and area required for inter-plane
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communication. Alternatively, contactless ICs require a different type of circuitry, such as
a transmitter and a receiver to produce the proper signals for inter-plane communication.
Thermal issues can also be more pronounced in contactless links, since the TSVs support
faster heat conduction. In the absence of an effective solution to remove heat, local hot
spots can be developed, causing thermal gradients, which can adversely affect the speed and
functionality of the circuit. Furthermore, due to large size of contactless links as compared to
TSVs, horizontal thermal gradients also affect the performance of these links, while in TSVs
the vertical gradients are dominant.
The quality of an inductive link is a function of the electric and magnetic characteristics of
the link. Misalignments between the horizontal locations of the inductors in adjacent planes
can affect the coupling coefficient. Furthermore, thermal issues can change the electrical
components of the link, such as the metal resistance.
An inductive link consists of two spiral inductors and a current based transceiver. As shown in
Figure 4.19, the transmitter converts the input voltage to current pulses, which are coupled
through spiral inductors and recovered as voltage pulses at the receiver.
Figure 1.9: Basic operation of an inductor link, where (a) is the inductively coupled transceiver
and (b) is the equivalent circuit for the spiral inductor [2,3].
One of the main challenges in inductively coupled 3-D circuits is to transfer DC power via
inductive links. Since these links use magnetic field to transfer the data, the only approach
for transferring supply power is to convert the DC power to an AC signal, couple the AC
signal through the inductive link, and rectify this signal to DC at the receiver side. Some
transceiver circuits have been proposed for this purpose. In [38], a ring oscillator is used
at the transmitter side to convert the DC power to an RF signal where in [39] an H-bridge
transmitter is employed. Rectifiers are exploited to convert back the transmitted RF signal to
the DC power. The efficiency of this links is dependent to the distance between the planes and
typically is lower than galvanic connections due to the limited efficiency of the transceiver
circuits. As shown in [39], to transfer 36 mW of DC power between two planes with a distance
of 15 µm, a large inductor of 700 µm×700 µm is employed where the efficiency of the power
delivery is only 10%.
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The quality of the magnetic coupling can also be affected by misalignment and interference.
Although misalignments between the horizontal locations of the inductors in adjacent planes
can affect the coupling coefficient, the effect is weaker as compared to TSVs where misalign-
ments can result in defective and/or failed links [3, 37]. This situation means that greater
alignment margins can be supported by the inductive link, which facilitates manufacturing.
Alternatively, design implications are raised for these links since larger interference or weaker
coupling among the inductor is possible. These implications should, therefore, be considered
in the design of these links.
1.4 3-D vs. 2.5-D
In 3-D architecture, all dies are placed on top of each other. These stacked architectures are
efficient in terms of footprint; However, thermal issues can be problematic asmany dies would
be away from the heat-sink. Alternatively, 2.5-D structures employ an interposer as a large
carrier to combine multiple 2D or stacked chips [Applications Driving 3-D, Cost Comparison
between 3-D and 2.5-D] as shown in Figure 1.10. The interposer can be made of glass as in
[40]or it can be polymer-based [41].
Figure 1.10: 2.5-D vs. 3-D IC [4].
In 2.5-D systems, functional dies are connected to the interposer using micro-bumps which
are around 10 um diameter. TSVs are not used in the dies but inside the interposer to connect
the metalization layer on its upper and lower surface. [32,42]. The interposer is attached to
the main substrate using regular bump which are around 100 um diameter [42]. 2.5-D circuits
are easier to design and fabricate as compared with fine-grain 3-D ICs. Using interposers
reduces thermal expansion coefficient (CTE) mismatch between the active die and copper
filled TSVs and hence improves the stress issue in 2.5-D systems [43]. Interposers can provide
better cooling for high power systems. Wide I/O channel can be implemented on interposers
supporting high bandwidth, low power interconnection between the dies. However, all these
advantages of 2.5-D integration comes in cost of an additional common substrate component
to the system which implies additional costs compared to the vertical stacking in integration
approach.
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It is possible to benefit both 2.5-D and 3-D approach by attaching stacked dies on the inter-
poser as shown in Figure 1.11
Figure 1.11: combining 2.5-D and 3-D integration.
As one example of the use of this technology Xilinx Virtex-7 2000T device is an example of
this technology which has came to the market for high-volume application. This device has 2
million logic cells and four FPGA dice attached to a silicon interposer, which supports 10,000
connections between adjacent dice.
Figure 1.12: Xilinx Virtex-7, an example of 2.5-D integrated devices.
1.5 Thesis Outline
The contribution of this thesis consists of three major parts: first I design a resonant clock
network for 3-D circuits that can support pre-bond testing. Next, I employ serialization to
reduce the cross-talk among TSVs in inter-plane communication and last I propose new
12
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architectures for buffer allocation in RRAM-based FPGAs.
The reminder of this thesis is organized as follows. An overview on TSV based circuits is
presented in Chapter 2. The manufacturing process of TSVs is reviewed in Section 2.1 and
different applications of TSVs in a circuits is discussed is Section 2.2. Noise coupling in
3-D ICs is considered in Section 2.3 and testing in circuits is investigated in Section 2.4.
Synchronization issues for vertically stacked circuits is introduced in Section 2.5 and Section
2.6 presents an overview to design challenges for TSV based circuits.
Chapter 3 is dedicated to monolithic circuits and RRAMs as an interesting example of CMOS
compatible monolithic structure. Different applications of RRAMs are reviewed in Section 3.1.
In Chapter 4, employing resonant clocking for 3-D circuits is considered. Section 4.1 investi-
gates the resonant clocking for symmetric networks and in Section 4.2 presents amethodology
for expanding resonant clocking to synthesized clock network. In Section 4.3 a transceiver cir-
cuit design is proposed to provide the clock signal for disconnected network during pre-bond
testing.
Chapter 5 investigates the effect of cross-talk on TSV based inter-plane communication
performance. Serialization is considered as a potential approach to reduce the cross-talk
between adjacent TSVs.
Chapter 6 talks about RRAM based FPGAs and buffer allocation in these FPGAs. Section 6.1
presents an analytical description on critical path to optimize the number of buffers and
circuit level simulation are provided to validate the analytic expressions. A new approach for
buffer allocation is proposed in Section 6.2 and architectural simulation are done to evaluate
the proposed structures.
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2 TSV based 3D Circuits
Three-dimentional (3-D) integration is an emerging candidate for implementing high perfor-
mance multifunctional systems-on-chip. This improvement in performance originates from
the drastic decrease in the on-chip interconnect length. Heterogeneous 3-D integration also
provides the opportunity to combine different technologies in different parts of the system
such as sensor, analog and RF, digital circuits and memory planes [26]. There are different
inter-plane communication schemes for 3-D integration. Employing an efficient medium for
data communication among different planes is a key factor in achieving a high performance
3-D system. Through-silicon-vias (TSVs) are employed by the majority of the 3-D fabrication
processes. TSVs are tens of micrometers long and are fabricated with aspect ratios up to 1:10
[30]. TSVs produce the highest interconnect bandwidth within a 3-D system as compared
to wire bonding, peripheral vertical interconnects, and solder ball arrays [26]. To increase
the signal bandwidth in 3-D systems while saving or, at least, not increasing the power, TSVs
should be fabricated to have low impedance characteristics.
Inter-plane signaling, however, is only one of the usages of TSVs in 3-D circuits. TSVs are also
used to distribute power and ground throughout a 3-D stack. In addition, due to the high
thermal conductivity of these interconnects, TSVs can alleviate the thermal problems in 3-D
integrated circuits. These links reduce the temperature fluctuations caused by local hot spots
within the volume of the 3-D stack. Different models have been presented to describe the
thermal conductivity of TSVs. On the other hand, manufacturing issues are one of the primary
challenges for TSV-based 3-D circuits. Vertical interconnects require additionalmanufacturing
process steps rather than standard process. These additional steps increase themanufacturing
cost and lead to lower fabrication yield for the entire system. As shown in [44], increasing the
number of TSVs adversely affects the yield of a 3-D circuit.
In this chapter, the manufacturing methods of TSVs are reviewed in following section and the
multifold role of the TSVs in 3-D ICs is discussed in Section 2.2. Noise coupling mechanism
for 3D circuit is investigated in Section 2.3. Test and synchronization issues for 3-D circuits are
reviewed, respectively, in Sections 2.4 and 2.5. The challenges for designing TSV based 3-D
circuits are listed in Section 2.6 and contactless link is introduced in the last section as one of
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the main counterparts of TSVs for inter-plain communication.
2.1 Manufacturing process for TSVs and inductive links
Manufacturing issues are one of the primary challenges for TSV based 3-D circuits. Fabri-
cating high performance, reliable, and cheap vertical interconnects, which do not affect the
neighboring active devices is an important requirement in 3-D systems towards high volume
production [26].
TSVs are, usually, manufactured as tapered wires (e.g. copper, tungsten or poly-silicon) sur-
rounded by a thin dielectric layer (liner) to insulate the metal from the semiconducting
substrate [30]. Tungsten (W) has a better coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) match to
silicon substrate but provides lower conductivity as compared to copper (Cu) [45]. TSVs are
fabricated with length from 10 µm to >100 µm. In first 3-D circuits, large TSVs with diameters
larger than 10 µm are used since the fabrication processes were not capable of providing small
TSVs. Nowadays fabricating smaller TSVs with diameter around 2 µm is feasible [46].
There are four main approaches for manufacturing TSVs. The “via first” approach where
the TSVs are formed before the devices (i.e. front end of the line (FEOL)), the “via-middle”
approach where TSVs are fabricated after the transistors but before the backend interconnect
(i.e. back end of the line (BEOL)), the “via last” method where the TSVs are fabricated after or
in the middle of the back end interconnect process [30], and the “via after” method where the
vias are fabricated when both FEOL and BEOL design is completed and and IC is bonded to
another layer [47].
In the “via first” technique, the TSVs connect the topmost metal layer of one plane with the
first metal layer of another plane. The main problem of “via first” is that TSVs are fabricated
before FEOL which is done at high temperature. Some of the materials used for TSV body (e.g.
copper) have high diffusibilty at high temperature and can easily diffuse to silicon substrate
during front end processing and ruin the TSVs. Due to this issue copper cannot be used for
“via first” TSVs and these TSVs are mostly formed by poly-silicon or tungsten which results
in high resistivity as compared to other type of TSVs [5,47]. The TSVs presented in [48,49]
are fabricated with the “via-first” method and have diameters between 12 µm to 18 µm and
the length of 30 µm to 50 µm where the first one is a poly silicon TSV with a resistance of
1.3 µm to 5 µm and the second is a metal TSV with a resistance of 230 µm. In the “via last”
approach, the topmost metal layers of adjacent planes are connected together using TSVs. For
the “via-last” approach, the TSVs have to be etched through the substrate and the metal layers.
Consequently, “via-last” typically requires longer TSVs. This situation can lead to either higher
aspect ratio increasing the manufacturing complexity or larger diameter increasing the area
overhead of TSVs. As an example consider the process in [50], which produces TSVs 150 µm
long and 5 to 15 µmwide with a TSV resistance of 9.4 µm to 2.6 µm. The “via-first” methods
also pose several changes on the front end processing of the wafers. For these reasons, the
“via-middle” approach appears (for the time being) as the proper compromise between the
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TSV size andmanufacturing complexity.
Etching TSV 
Form through-silicon vias 
Thinned wafer 
(a) 
(b) 
(e) 
(c) 
(d) 
CMOS or SOI 
CMOS or SOI 
Handle wafer detachment 
Bumps 
Handle wafer 
Handle wafer 
CMOS or SOI 
CMOS or SOI 
Devices 
Figure 2.1: Basic steps of TSV manufacturing for “a via-middle” process, (a) wafer preparation
and FEOL, (b) TSV etching and metal filling, (c) wafer thinning and BEOL, (d) wafer bonding,
and (e) handle wafer removal.
The basic steps of a typical “via-middle” TSV fabrication process are shown in Figure 2.1. The
first step is to process each plane separately with some reserved area for TSVs, afterwards a
deep trench is opened through the inter layer dielectric (ILD) and device layers. The depth
of this trench is mainly determined by the resulting aspect ratio of the TSV process and the
wafer thinning capabilities. The trench sidewall is isolated from the conductive substrate and
the opened trench is filled with metal, such as tungsten or copper as depicted in Figure 2.1(b).
Then the metal layers are added to the top of silicon substrate and the wafer is thinned as
shown in Figure 2.1(c). Before stacking the planes, the wafers are typically thinned to decrease
the overall length of the TSVs. An example of via middle TSVs is presented in [46] where the
TSVs are 25 µm long and 5 µmwide with a resistance of 20 mΩ. A reduced wafer thickness,
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however, cannot sustain the mechanical stresses incurred during the handling and bonding
phases of a 3-D process. An auxiliary wafer called “handle wafer” is attached to the original
wafer as shown in Figure 2.1(d), thereby, providing the required mechanical durability for the
bonding step. The alignment and bonding steps follow as illustrated in Figure 2.1(e). Finally,
the handle wafer is removed from the thinned wafer.
As shown in figure 2.2 the basic fabrication steps for other types of TSVs (including TSV
etch, TSV fill, wafer thinning, and bonding) are analogous and the main difference is how to
sequence FEOL,TSV, and BEOL fabrication [5].
Figure 2.2: fabrication steps for different types of TSVs [5].
Via after TSVs are good candidates for heterogeneous 3-D devices. Different layers (e.g. analog,
digital, RF, sensor, etc.) can be fabricated in different foundries and stacked together using
these TSVs [47].
The resulting characteristics of different processes related to each of these approaches are
listed in Table 2.1. As stated above, “via-middle” process can produce smallest TSVs where
lowest resistance is reported for “via-last” TSVs.
An overview to challenges in different types of TSVs is shown in Figure 2.3 [5]. As mentioned
before, the main drawback of Via first TSVs is the via filling material which is mostly limitted
to poly-silicon. For Via-last TSVs, alignment should be more stringent which makes the
lithography challenging.
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Table 2.1: Physical and electrical characteristics of different TSVmanufacturing approaches.
Diameter(µm) Length(µm) Resistance (mΩ) Bandwidth (Gb/s)
Via-first
[48] 18 50 1.3-5 3
[49] 12 30 230 N/A
Via-middle [46] 5 25 20 N/A
Via-last
[50] 5-15 150 9.4-2.6 N/A
[51] ~40 N/A N/A 1.6
There are three different approaches for stacking 3-D layers. Wafer-to-wafer (W2W),Die-to-
Wafer (D2W), andDie-to Die (D2D). In W2W approach, the entire wafer is bonded together.
Where in D2W and D2D bonding, dies are diced and bonded to other dies or wafers [47,
52, 53]. W2W bonding afford high manufacturing throughput since many dies are bonded
simultaneously. This approach also provides simpler process, more accurate alignment, and
thinest wafers rather than other approaches [52,54]. Considering a constant aspect ratio for
TSVs, offering thin wafers, leads to smaller TSVs and greater TSV density for W2W bonded ICs
[53]. Alternatively, W2W bonding is possible for wafers with the same size and it suffers from
yield issues. In other bonding approaches, dies are tested before bonding and only good dies
are stacked. This pre-bond testa improves the yield of D2W and D2D bonding compared to
W2W approach [53–55].
The other classification of 3-D bonding is based on the position of layers during the bonding.
In Face-to-Face (F2F) bonding, the top metal layer of each layer is connected to each other as
shown in Figure 2.4, where in Face-to-Back (F2B) bonding, topmetal layer of one layer is bond
to the substrate of next level as depicted in Figure 2.4. F2F bonding scheme is applicable just
for stacking two layers where F2B approach is used for stacking multi layers. Since there is no
substrate between two layers in F2F approach, inter-plain connections can be fabricated as
micro bumps and TSVs are used just for providing I/O connection [56].
TSVs induce thermo-mechanical stress to the IC due to large different in coefficient of ther-
mal expansion between TSV conductor (e.g. Copper) and silicon substrate surrounding the
TSV [57]. This stress may cause some defects during the fabrication process or reduce the
performance of the circuit during device operation as the operation temperature increases
[58]. The TSVs can squeeze or stretch the adjacent transistors and result mobility variation. It
also cause Vth shift in neighboring active devices [59]. The amount of this proximity effect
depends on shape and location of the TSV in the circuit. To avoid this proximity effect a keep
out zone (KOZ) should be considered around the TSVs in which no active device is placed. The
keep out zone can be up to 10 µm for digital circuits, and 20 µm for analog circuits [TSV Stress
Management] which increases the area and reduces the density of TSV based circuits [60].
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Figure 2.3: an overview to challenges in different types of TSVs [5].
2.2 Different applications of TSVs in 3-D ICs
Through-silicon-vias are one of the main candidates to form the vertical links for 3-D inte-
grated systems. These vertical interconnects provide a high performance, high density path
for inter-plane signaling. TSVs also play a vital role for distributing power and ground to those
planes that do not support I/O and behave as thermal conduits for all but the plane, which is
attached to the heat sink [50]. These functions of the TSVs are discussed in this section.
Each of these TSV usages can require particular and potentially conflicting characteristics
for these wires. For signal TSVs, the important parameters are speed and power as discussed
in following subsection, whereas for TSVs used for power distribution the voltage loss along
the TSV is emphasized, as described in Subsection 1.2.2. For thermal TSVs, the superior heat
conductivity of the vertical interconnects is discussed and enhanced thermal TSVmodels are
described in Subsection 1.2.3.
2.2.1 Inter-plane signaling
TSVs exhibit quite different physical and electrical characteristics as compared to the hori-
zontal interconnects (BEOL) in 2-D circuits. This situation carries substantial performance
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Figure 2.4: Face-to-Face and Face-to-Back bonding
benefits, although the complexity of the interconnect analysis and design process increases
due to the different characteristics of the vertical links and the constraints that this type of
interconnect poses on the physical design process. The heterogeneity of 3-D circuits, the
diverse fabrication technologies, and the variety of the bonding style makes TSV modeling
more challenging as compared to horizontal interconnects. To provide high performance
vertical links, proper electrical models for signal TSVs are required. To improve the speed of the
circuit, low resistive and low capacitive TSVs should be used for signaling to decrease the RC
delay of the vertical interconnects. TSV electrical characteristics depend on their geometrical
parameters as well as onmaterial properties such as the dielectric properties of the barrier and
insulating layers and the dopant concentration in the substrate. For the purpose of extracting
parasitics and subsequent analysis, a representative structure for a TSV is assumed to be a
copper filled via with uniform circular cross-section and an annular dielectric barrier of SiO2
or Si3N4 surrounding the Cu cylinder with a thickness of 0.2 µm [61].
TSVs can bemodeled by the metal resistance RTSV , the self-inductance LTSV and the parasitic
capacitorCTSV between the TSV and the substrate. A variety of electrical models for TSVs have
recently appeared in literature, relating the physical characteristics of the TSVs as determined
by the different manufacturing methods with the electrical properties of these interconnects
[6, 62–64]. A comprehensive electrical model for TSVs is shown in Figure 2.5 where π RLC
model is used to describe the high frequency behavior of TSVs .
The resistance of TSV is described as [62]:
RTSV =Rdc +Rac (2.1)
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Figure 2.5: An RLCmodel of a TSV [6].
where Rdc is the electrical resistance of the copper and is defined as :
Rdc = ρlt sv
πr 2
(2.2)
where lt sv , r, denote the length and radius of the TSV and ρ is the resistivity of the TSV core
material (e.g. copper). However, for high-frequency signals, the resitance increases due to skin
effect. Rac is added to modulate the resistance of TSVs in high frequencies and is defined as:
Rac = lt sv
￿
πµ f σ
rσ
(2.3)
where the frequency is denoted by f, the magnetic permeability by µ , and the electric conduc-
tivity of the TSVmetal by σ.
The capacitance and inductance of the TSV can be expressed as:
LTSV = lt sv f (b) (2.4)
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f (b)= µ04π
￿
ln
￿
2b−1+
￿
(0.5b)−2+1+2b−1−
￿
(0.5b)2+1
￿￿
(2.5)
CTSV = 2πεsi lt sv
ln
￿ r+tox
r
￿ (2.6)
where tox is the dielectric thickness and εsi is the dielectric constant of silicon and b=2r/lt sv .
The expressions rendered for lumped RLC model of TSVs are compared with numerical
simulators like Raphael and Sdevice [65,66] and show a good correspondence for different
TSV architectures [62]. The characteristics of different TSVs is investigated using lumped
models and numeric simulator and is listed in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2: TSV characteristics for different physical parameters
Reference
Diameter
(µm)
Length
(µm)
Resistance
(mΩ)
Capacitance
(fF)
Inductance
(pH)
[6] 2 20 119.3 52.4 13.8
[64] 1.5 18 152.4 2.1 4.7
[67] 55 165 12 922 35
Due to the geometry andmanufacturingmethods for the TSVs, the capacitance per unit length
is typically higher, while the resistance per unit length is smaller as compared to a horizontal
wire. Consequently, due to the significantly shorter length of the TSVs, the RC delay of these
wires is low, allowing a significant reduction in the delay of the problematic global wires. The
shorter interconnect length in 3-D circuits also results in reduced total capacitance of the
interconnects, decreasing the power consumed by interconnects in 3-D circuits.
Figure 2.6: Average wirelength vs. number of TSVs [7].
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Another significant element that can affect the inter-plane signaling performance is the
number of TSVs used for this purpose and the allocation of these TSVs within the planes. In
present technologies, TSVs are much larger than the horizontal interconnects and the silicon
area occupied by these interconnects is an important parameter that can affect the overall
performance of a 3-D circuit [68]. Moreover, TSVs can cause routing congestion and increase
the average distance between cells due to routing requirements [32]. Therefore, employing
excessive number of TSVs can increase the total area of the 3-D circuits and, hence, the total
interconnect length. Figure 2.6 shows this trend for a four layer 3-D IC with 2.5 µmdiameter
TSVs [7]. High number of TSVs also reduces the fabrication yield and causes reliability issues
due to higher manufacturing complexity of TSV rather than standard CMOS. Alternatively,
reducing the number of TSVs diminishes the benefits of vertical integration. Finding the
optimal number of TSVs tominimize the total length of interconnect, can significantly improve
the speed of a 3-D circuit.
Several methods have been proposed to minimize the number of TSVs in the high-level
synthesis stage [8,69–73]. The method presented in [70] attend to maximize the data transfer
within a layer by simultaneous scheduling, resource binding and layer assessment in 3-D
system which can result in lower signal transfer between the layers and reduce the number of
TSVs.Themethod proposed in [69] employes idle TSVs and idle function units as an alternative
path besides the regular data path. Efficient allocation of alternative paths can considerably
decrease the number of TSVs. Other binding methods has been proposed in [71,72].
Figure 2.7: Different TSV allocations for 3-D circuits where in (a) no active area for TSVs is
reserved during placement and in (b) some active area for TSVs is reserved during placement
[8].
In conventional approaches, TSVs are located at spaces s between blocks after routing in each
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layer. Without preserving some active area for TSVs during placement, the available TSVs can
be located far from the connected cells causing the total inter-connect length to increase as
shown in Figure 2.7 [8]. Several placement methods have been proposed to investigate the
optimal number and location for TSVs to increase the speed of 3-D circuits [8,68,73]. TSV
co-placement scheme proposed in [32] places TSVs and gates simultaneously during 3-D
placement. As compared to conventional approach, this method shows an average of 5%,
8%, and 9% wire length reduction, respectively, for two-layer, three-layer and four-layer 3-D
circuit.
Serialization is another method to reduce the number of TSVs [74,75]. Multiplexing the TSVs
without increasing the frequency of data transfer introduces some drawback such as increased
delay and data traffic congestion where increasing the data transfer frequency may lead to
higher power consumption for the circuit. Additional circuits such as Serializer/Deserilazer
are required for this approach.
2.2.2 Power and ground distribution
Additionally to signaling, TSVs are used to distribute power and ground to all the planes, which
are not connected to the package pins. Power integrity is a major design issue for 3-D circuits.
An important parameter to evaluate the quality of a power distribution network is the voltage
drop due to the dynamic and leakage power of the circuits. The reduced footprint of a 3-D
circuit can result in higher current densities. In addition, the resistive path along the TSVs
connecting the package pads with the power grids can also increase the static IR drop observed
for specific planes. The dynamic supply noise originates from the switching activity of the
circuit and decoupling capacitors are employed to mitigate this problem [76]. The allocation
of the decoupling capacitors could become an issue due to the increased complexity of a 3-D
grid. Using highly capacitive TSVs for power-ground distribution can increase the intrinsic
decoupling capacitance, reducing in turn, the required amount of the extrinsic decoupling
capacitance.
As discussed in [77], a crucial parameter for the IR drop on the top metal layer of each plane
is the total area occupied by the TSVs. Assuming a specific area of the circuit is dedicated
for power and ground TSVs, using more TSVs with smaller diameter results in lower voltage
drop at the load. Simulation results indicate that by slightly increasing the density of the TSVs,
a considerable reduction in the intra-plane power distribution resources can be achieved.
According to [77], for a ten plane 3-D circuit with TSVs with a diameter of 10 µm, if the area
occupied by TSV increases from 0.4% to 10% of the circuit area, the area required for the
power/ground network can be reduced from 40% to 10% of the circuit area achieving the same
IR drop.
The low resistance of the TSVs can efficiently be exploited to improve power integrity. For
example, the TSVs can be connected to both the topmost and lowest metal layers of the
power grid, providing additional current paths, which are shown in Figure 2.8 [9]. These
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Figure 2.8: Current paths within a 3-D circuit, (a) where the TSV is connected only to the
topmost metal layer and (b) where the TSV is connected to the power lines on both the
uppermost (MT) and the first (M1) metal layers of a circuit plane. TSVs are formed with a
“via-middl” process [9].
paths exhibit particularly low impedance characteristics supporting the distribution of large
amount of current in the vicinity of a TSV without exceeding the allowed voltage drop. Due to
this low impedance path, stacks of common vias within this region are removed decreasing
routing congestion without degrading power integrity. This improvement in power integrity
can lead to a reduction in the required decoupling capacitance in the vicinity of the TSVs. The
decoupling capacitance reduces up to 25% for the case investigated in [9].
The TSVs, however, occupy active silicon area and the TSV density cannot be considerably
increased. Coaxial TSVs can also be of assistance in this case. A single coaxial TSV can be
used to deliver both the power and ground by conducting the power through the inner metal
and ground through the outer metal [78]. Merging power and ground TSVs reduces the area
required for the power distribution network without increasing the IR drop.
2.2.3 Thermal TSVs
In 3-D integrated circuits, thermal issues are forecast to be a major challenge due to the high
power density, the low thermal conductivity along the primary heat transfer path, and the
smaller footprint area of the circuit attached to the heat sink. Several techniques have been
developed to facilitate the heat transfer within 3-D circuits to reduce the temperature, such
as thermal through silicon via (TTSV) planning, thermal wire insertion, liquid cooling, and
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thermal driven floor planning [10,11,79].
This type of TSVs is utilized to convey heat from the planes located far from the heat sink, such
that the temperature limits are obeyed. These TSVs are typically interspersed within the white
space that exists among the circuit blocks within each plane, where several techniques can be
employed for this purpose [77]. Thermal TSV (TTSVs) insertion has been shown to be a useful
technique to reduce the local hot spots and decrease the maximum temperature of the circuit.
The thermal profile of a 3-D circuit before and after TTSV insertion is shown in Figure 2.9 [10].
Figure 2.9: The thermal profile of a 3-D circuit before and after thermal via insertion [10].
TTSV placement can significantly affect the thermal behavior of the 3-D circuits. Several
methods of thermal via insertion are presented in [10,79,80], which can drastically reduce
the maximum temperature of the 3-D circuit. These methods aim at distributing the thermal
vias, such that the area occupied by both the TTSVs and the horizontal interconnects used to
connect these TSVs is also reduced.
Improved modeling of the thermal behavior of the TTSVs can decrease the number of TTSVs
used to transfer the heat to the ambient with considerable savings in area [78]. Analyzing how
the TTSVs affect the developed temperature in 3-D ICs is important for efficient TTSV insertion.
The thermal properties of TTSVs, in turn, depend upon several physical and technological
parameters.
The traditional approach is to model a TTSV as a vertical lumped thermal resistor in each
physical plane, which is proportional to the length and inversely proportional to the diameter
of the TTSV. The TTSV is considered as a one-dimensional network implying a flow of heat
only in the vertical direction towards the heat sink of the system. This method is insufficient
in capturing the thermal behavior of the TTSVs, since the lateral heat transfer through these
structures is neglected. Compact thermal models as illustrated in Figure 2.10(a) can capture
the major heat transfer paths by employing a small resistive network with few resistors [11].
The thermal resistances are described by closed form expressions including the TSV geometry.
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Figure 2.10: Thermal model of a TTSV in a three-plane circuit where (a) is the compact model
and (b) is the distributed model [11].
Since the heat transfer process is highly complex, some fitting parameters are employed
to improve the accuracy of this model. A more accurate model for TTSVs is illustrated in
Figure 2.10(b), where each TSV is modeled as a distributed resistive network eliminating the
requirement of curve fitting coefficients.
2.3 Noise Coupling
Noise coupling between TSVs and/or the substrate is another important parameter that can
affect the signal integrity in 3-D circuits and should be considered in the TSVmodeling and
design process. Increasing the speed of the link and TSV density increases both the noise
coupling between adjacent TSVs (crosstalk) and the noise coupled to the substrate. In standard
2-D circuits the crosstalk is usually caused by the two neighboring wires on the same layer.
3-D circuits are more vulnerable to crosstalk since TSVs are bundled and thus most TSVs are
surrounded by other TSVs. Consequently, a TSV can be affected by several adjacent TSVs from
all directions.
To reduce the current leakage to the substrate a thicker sidewall isolation layer (liner) or shorter
TSVs can be employed. Increasing the thickness of the liner can result in higher area overhead
and/or higher electrical resistance for the TSVs. If shorter TSVs are to be used, producing very
thin wafers is the primary challenge.
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The cross-talk between TSVs happens due to two different mechanisms. The first mechanism
is injecting the noise in silicon bulk via TSV body capacitor (CTSV ), which can be transferred
to the victim TSV along the capacitive, resistive silicon path (CSi and RSi ). The second way is
inductive coupling between the inductors of adjacent TSVs.
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Figure 2.11: Cross-talk model between adjacent TSVs
The model for analyzing the crosstalk in TSV bunches is shown in Figure 2.11. In this model,
for each TSV the effect of four closest neighboring TSVs is shown for simplicity. In a more
precise modeling, other TSVs can also affect the victim, however, this effect attenuates as the
distance between aggressor and victim TSV increases. The resistance and capacitance of the
bulk and as in [81] :
Rsi = ρd2r lt sv (2.7)
Csi = πεsi
cosh−1
￿
d
2r
￿ (2.8)
Where d is the pitch of the two TSVs.
Themutual inductance of two adjacent TSVs is described by (4.1) where b is defined as 2d/ltsv
[62].
Noise coupling is a serious issue that can degrade the performance of signal transfer, specially
for high frequency applications. Several methods have been proposed to decrease the noise
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coupling in 3-D circuits such as using high resistivity (HRS) substrate, thick insulating dielec-
tric. Employing high resistive substrate increases the cost of fabrication and thick insulating
dielectric reduces the substrate noise, but cannot suppress the coupling between TSVs.
An efficient way to reduce noise coupling in 3-D circuits is shielding the signal TSVwith several
grounded TSVs [82].Similar to the horizontal wires, power and ground TSVs can be utilized
to shield signal TSVs [82]. Using shield TSVs increases the number of TSVs and reduces
the yield. To reduce the number of required TSV “Sheildus” method is proposed [83]. This
method considers the data transfer pattern for TSVs at runtime and assigns more stable bits to
shielding TSVs to increase the data transfer rate.
Employing guard rings and Deep n-wells (DNW) are commonmethods to mitigate substrate
noise in 2-D circuits, which can be applied also for 3-D circuits [82] .
Another efficient approach to alleviate this problem is employing High-Frequency Scalable
TSVs [84,85]. Figure 2.12 illustrates the structure of the coaxial TSV that consists of a central
conductor to transmit the data, a surrounding conducting grounded layer for shielding, and
layers of dielectrics to insulate these two conducting layers from each other and silicon
substrate. The ground shielding layer confines the electro-magnetic field to the inner part of
the TSV and suppresses the signal loss for RF signals. Despite the larger pitch of Coaxial TSVs
as compared to regular TSVs, smaller keep-out zones for these kinds of TSVs and resolving
the need for separated shielding TSVs help to increase the accessible density of coaxial TSVs
in 3-D circuits. Exploiting coaxial TSVs also increases the intrinsic decoupling capacitance.
Although coaxial TSVs can potentially alleviate the substrate noise problem in 3-D circuits
and provide excellent impedance matching, the manufacturing implications of these TSVs on
the design process of power distribution networks are not clear.
Figure 2.12: structure of Coaxial TSV
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2.4 Synchronization in 3-D circuits
A primary challenge in designing synchronous circuits is how to distribute the clock signal to
the sequential parts of the circuit [86]. This issue can be more challenging for 3-D circuits
since a clock path can spread across several planes with different physical and electrical
characteristics [12]. 3-D integration drastically decreases the interconnect length of the global
wires, which can reduce the number of clock buffers and result in more power-efficient clock
networks. Conversely, thermal issues are more pronounced in 3-D integrated circuits. Clock
networks consume a great portion of the power dissipated in a circuit [87]. Consequently,
designing low power clock networks for 3-D circuits is an important issue.
Symmetric clock networks afford low-skew synchronization by delivering the clock signal
at the same time at the sink nodes. These symmetric structures including H-trees, X-trees,
mesh, and ring clock distribution networks are widly employed in 2D ciruits. Expanding
2D symmetric clock network to 3-D does not nessecerily eventuate in another symmetric
structure since clock signal in transferred through TSVs which have different characteristics
fromhorizontal interconnects. A study on extending different kind of symmetric clock network
to three dimensional circuit is presented in [12]. Different topologies shown in Figure 2.13 are
considered and fabricated. Experimental results reveal that the clock skew originating from
vertical interconnects is negligible which persuades the designers to employ these well-known
topologies also for 3-D circuit design. Studies presented in [68,88] investigate the effect of
number of TSVs in a 3-D clock distribution network on characteristics of the clock signal.
Figure 2.13: different symmetric clock topologies expanded to 3-D [12].
3-D circuits consist of different layers fabricated in different technology processes and having
diverse electrical specifications. This non-uniform structure affects the characteristics of clock
networks. Some researches have attempted to investigate synchronization for non-uniform 3-
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D circuits. A simultaneous buffer and TSV allocation algorithm is presented in [89] where the
size and number of repeaters are pre-defined, where [90] proposes an algorithm to determine
the size, number and position of repeaters in 3D clock network.
2.4.1 Resonant clocking
An efficient approach to eliminate the clock buffers and reduce power is to use resonant clock-
ing [13,20,91]. In this approach, on-chip inductance is added to the clock network forming a
resonant circuit with the interconnect capacitance Consequently, the power consumed by the
network decreases, since the energy alternates between electric and magnetic fields instead of
being dissipated as heat.
A seminal work, introducing the concept and design of resonant transmission lines is described
in [92]. A design of a global clock distribution network is presented in [20], in which four
resonant circuits are connected to a conventional H-tree structure as illustrated in Figure
2.14. Each quadrant consists of an on-chip spiral inductor that resonates with the wiring
capacitance of the clock network and a decoupling capacitor connected to the other end
of the spiral inductor. A simple lumped circuit model is utilized in [20] to determine the
resonant inductance. The resonant frequency of the network is (in first-order) estimated by
fr es = 12π￿LC where C and L, respectively, denote the equivalent capacitance of the network
interconnect and the inductance of the spiral inductors. The decoupling capacitor is employed
to provide a positive voltage offset on the grounded end of the resonant inductor and adapt
the voltage level to the CMOS logic level [21]. This capacitor should be sufficiently large to
guarantee that the resonant frequency of the decoupling capacitor fres−dec = 12π￿LCdecap is
much lower than the desired resonant frequency of the clock network.
Figure 2.14: Resonant clock network with four resonant circuits [13].
Based on this structure, a design methodology for resonant H-tree clock distribution networks
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is proposed in [20]. In this work, the clock tree is modeled with a distributed RLC interconnect.
The electrical model is utilized to determine the parameters of the resonant circuit and the
output impedance of the clock driver such that the power consumed by the network and the
clock driver are minimum, while a full swing signal is delivered at the output nodes.
To support pre-bond tests, resonant operation should be achieved for each individual plane
during testing irrespective of the employed pre-bond testing approach. The resonant 3-D
clock network should be designed such that resonant operation at a specific frequency is
individually achieved for each plane as well as for the entire 3-D system. In next section,
we investigate the issues for designing clock distribution networks which support post and
pre-bond test for 3-D circuits.
2.5 Test
One of the main challenges for the high volume production of 3-D circuits is manufactur-
ing and the related yield implications. Fabrication processes for 3-D circuits include some
additional steps as compared to standard CMOS processes, such as wafer thinning and TSV
fabrication. This manufacturing complexity makes 3-D circuits more susceptible to manufac-
turing defects, which can lower the overall yield of the bonded 3-D system. Testing vertical
interconnects and detecting defective TSVs prior to bonding the next layer is an efficient
method to improve the yield of the 3-D circuit [93].
TSV defects can arise in manufacturing, bonding or life time of 3-D circuits. Defects which
occur during TSV fabrication can be detected by pre-bong testing of TSVs where defects due to
alignment, bonding and stress needs post-bond tests to be detected [94]. TSV manufacturing
defects comprises several mechanisms such as micro-voids in TSVs, TSV pinch-off, oxide
defects, (e.g. pinholes), thermo-mechanical stress induced defects, and voids and cracks
in micro-bumps [95]. Micro-voids and TSV pinch-off increases the resistance of the TSVs
where pinhole in TSV oxides leads to high leakage between TSV and substrate and increases
the capacitance [95]. Thermal expansion mismatch between Cu, Si, and SiO2 and electro-
migration in micro bumps are other probable defects that can degrade the reliability of
TSVs [95]. Despite different mechanisms for TSV defects, they can be modeled as opens,
shorts, and delay faults similar to horizontal interconnects [95]. Therefore lots of testing
pattern which has been presented for 2D circuits can be used also for TSVs [94].
Themajor challenge for pre-bond testing of TSVs is the huge size of test probes as compared to
TSV pitch and diameter. The minimum requisite pitch for today’s probe technology is 35 µm
which is much larger than recent TSVs. To overcome this problem a test method is presented
in [93] in which the probe needle is in contact with a number of TSVs. These TSVs are shorted
and form a network and a test flow is proposed to determine the resistance of each TSV in the
network.
Another useful method to improve yield is wafer level pre-bond test, which includes testing
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each layer prior to bonding. As mentioned before, there are twomajor approaches to bond
physical layers, wafer-to-wafer (W2W) and die-to-wafer (D2W) [26]. Although each approach
poses different manufacturing requirements, detecting defective dies prior to bonding can
improve the yield of the 3-D system [96,97]. Figure 2.15 depicts the potential 3-D test flow
[14] where after every manufacturing operation there is a subsequent test executed. In this
approach defects are caught as early as possible, before they lead to further damages. Pre-bond
test in the form of wafer level test can help to bond more functioning dies in W2W integration
[98] and prevent from bonding a functioning die to a defective die of the wafer in the case of
D2W integration [99].
Figure 2.15: Potentional test flow for 3-D circuits [14].
[7], [8]. [TSV Defects].
Pre-bond testing of dies introduces many challenges in Design-for-Test (DfT). Thinned wafers
are far more fragile than un-thinned ones, so the number of contacts can be made during
probing is smaller for these wafers [95].
A DfT structure for 3-D circuits is shown in Figure 2.18 where the blue parts depict con-
ventional DfT and the red parts are the added components for 3-D DfT [14]. A common
method for wafer level testing is to employ a probe card andmechanically connect the test
needles to the device under test (DUT). As shown in Figure 2.18 to support pre-bond test in
3-D circuits, test probe pads should be accessible by each plane which leads to extra test pads
for the 3-D circuits. The area overhead of the test pads, the risk of damage in low-k dielectrics
and deforming the pads are the important issues in conventional wafer level testing. Wafer
level testing of the unbond wafers for 3-D systems is subjected to new issues that should be
addressed. For example, broken scan chain is an issue that should be considered to support
pre-bond scan test [94,100,101]. Another issue resembling the broken chains are the typically
fragmented local clock networks within each plane of the stack. Due to this situation, new
methods are needed to provide synchronization to catch.
To support pre-bond test in 3-D circuits, each plane needs a complete clock tree. However,
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Figure 2.16: DfT architecture for 3D-ICs [14].
3-D clock networks often include several disconnected networks in some of the planes. These
networks connect with TSVs to the plane where the main tree supplies the clock signal to
the entire clock distribution network. To complete the clock network in the second plane,
the most common method is using redundant wiring and using an additional clock driver
following, for example, the principles of the technique in [97] (see Figure 2.17(b)). In this
method, there are two important design parameters, sizing the additional wires and clock
drivers used only during testing to satisfy the specifications related to the clock signal. These
parameters should be chosen so that a full swing signal is delivered to the sink nodes. There
is a tradeoff for determining these parameters. If the wire width is decreased, a larger clock
driver should be utilized. Alternatively, increasing the width of the wire results in a smaller
clock driver but increases the area occupied by the redundant wires, which are used only
during pre-bond test.
Another way to deliver the clock signal is to use aDelayed Locked Loop (DLL) for each local
network [102]. The area overhead of this method increases proportionally to the number of
networks. In these approaches, the DLLs must be switched off and the redundant networks
must be disconnected from the network used for normal operation by employing transmission
gates and control signals (see Figure 2.17(c)).
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Figure 2.17: Different methods of testing a 3-D circuit with two planes shown in (a) where the
clock signal for pre-bond test is provided by (b) the use of redundant wiring and (c) the use of
a DLL for each local network.
Figure 2.18: 3-D test structure using inductive links.
A non-conventional approach to address this issue is to employ a wireless testing scheme
for pre-bond test. Wireless testing can eliminate the need for test probe pads used just
for pre-bond test. Wireless testing has been widely explored and reported to improve the
cost and reliability of the testing process in VLSI circuits by reducing the manufacturing
defects caused by adding test pads [103–105]. Replacing the direct test needles by wireless
connections can increase the test frequencies at higher pin density and provide a faster test
process using high parallelism [103, 104]. Possible technologies for wireless testing are RF,
near field (including capacitive and inductive coupling), and optical communication. Due to
the short distance between the planes in 3-D integrated circuits, near field communication
is considered as the proper candidate for wireless testing in these circuits [103]. To support
wireless communication between the automatic test equipment (ATE) and the DUT, inductive
links can be used [36]. This approach typically incurs a significant area overhead since spiral
inductors have to be added to the DUT. A potential 3-D test structure employing inductive
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links is shown in Figure 2.18.
At-speed scan testing ensures good test coverage for integrated circuits [15,106–108]. Scan-
based testing requires that test patterns are scanned at a low clock frequency before the fast
capturing clock is applied. To provide at-speed scan testing, the scan chain is loaded at the
test clock frequency, afterwards, two clock pulses at operating frequency are applied to the
chain [15]. As shown in Figure 2.19, there are two methods to launch the transition. In
Launch-off-Shift (LOS) method the transition is launched in the last cycle of scan shift where
in Launch-off-Capture (LOC) the transition is launched in the first cycle of the functional
launch cycle. Therefore, to produce the proper timing for capturing the data, the clock signal
should efficiently switch between the two frequencies as also highlighted in [102], where the
use of DLLs enables this frequency transitions. In case of the redundant wires [97], proper
frequencies for the clock signal can be produced by an on-chip PLL or the ATE.
Figure 2.19: Transition delay test methods where (a) is LOC and (b) is LOS method [15].
2.6 Design Challenges for TSVs
TSV manufacturing is a primary challenge that should be overcome if 3-D ICs are to be
produced in high volume. Beyondmanufacturing, however, there are several design challenges
related to the different roles of TSVs within 3-D circuits. A common issue among the different
types of TSVs (assuming that some library of TSV cells can exist) is that the TSVs occupy silicon
area and can block all of the metal layers. Consequently, the TSVs compete with the devices
and the intra-plane wires for silicon and wiring resources, respectively. How to best place the
TSVs becomes an important issue with implications to the delay of the inter-plane nets and
routing congestion [68,73]. Although, some techniques exist on placing the TSVs, there are
still great margins for improvement.
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For power/ground TSVs several issues also arise. Inserting TSVs within a circuit block has an
adverse effect on the area and wirelength of this block and, often, the TSVs are considered
to be placed at the periphery of this block. Placing the TSVs at the periphery of the block,
however, means that longer current paths are formed. These paths can increase the IR drop
on the load affecting power integrity. To address this situation, either the fineness of the power
grid or the density of the TSVs can increase to lower the impedance of the paths [77, 79].
Several tradeoffs can be explored to determine the proper design that meets the power supply
noise constraints, while not sacrificing excessive wiring and silicon resources.
Although power/ground and signal TSVs also behave as thermal conduits, the number as well
as the allocation can be insufficient to mitigate thermal issues in 3-D circuits. To this end,
thermal TSVs can be efficiently placed across the area of each plane. Many thermal-aware
placement techniques have been developed with noteworthy results [80]. As the number of
planes forming a 3-D system increases, the efficiency of the TTSVs degrades since the thermal
paths to the heat sink become longer. The increase in the vertical thermal impedance, in
turn, requires an increase in the TTSV density. Alternatively, increasing the TTSV density can
adversely affect other important design objectives, such as speed, power, and area. Increasing,
therefore, the density of the TTSVs may not be possible, which means that the TTSVs should
be treated as an auxiliary means to reduce temperature [82]. Rather careful thermal-aware
physical design should first be applied tomanage the increased power densities in 3-D circuits.
Considering these challenges, the requirement is to manufacture and design TSVs such that
signal, power, and thermal integrity within 3-D ICs is ensured. Addressing each of these
objectives separately, which is the usual practice, may not result in the proper use of this
expensive resource.
2.7 Summary
This chapter presents an interview to TSV based 3D circuits. The fabrication process of
TSVs is discussed in Section 2.1. Different approaches for manufacturing TSVs, such as via
first, via middle, via last, and via after is reviewed and the benefits and challenges of them
is discussed. In Section 2.2, different applications of TSVs in a 3-D circuit is investigated.
Inter-plane communication is the main known role of TSVs, where TSVs can be also employed
for power and ground distribution among planes. Thermal TSVs can alleviate the thermal
problems in 3-D circuits originated from high power density and low thermal conductivity. In
Section 2.4 synchronization in 3-D circuits is discussed. Distributing the clock signal among
different planes is an interesting challenge. Test is important issues in 3D circuits due to
the vulnerability of these circuits to fabrication defects. Section 2.5 is dedicated to testing
TSV-based circuits and related issues.. An overall view to design challenges in TSV based 3D
ICs IS presented in Section 2.7
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TSV based 3D circuits have attracted lots of attentions in semiconductor industry. Despite the
significant benefits that TSVs can offer, there are some shortcomings that persuade designers
to search for alternative approaches of vertical integration. The International Technology
Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) [109] predicts that TSV pitch will remain in the range
of several microns, while on-chip interconnect pitch is in the range of 30−100 nm (in 2014).
Alignment limitation is an important issue that makes TSV downsizing very challenging.
Also TSVmanufacturing process imposes a minimum keep out zone that increases the area
overhead for 3D ICs. In addition, the parasitic capacitance of TSVs is large (tens-hundreds
of fF ), which may degrade the timing and power of circuits. Mechanical stress due to very
thin stacked layers is another restrictive challenge in designing TSV based ICs. 3-D monolithic
integration (3DMI) is interesting alternative for polylithic TSV based 3D circuits which offer
through-silicon connections with less than 50nm diameter and therefore provide 10,000 times
the density of TSV technology. Monolithic inter-die vias (MIVs) hasmuch better characteristics
than TSVs in terms of parasitics, and stress due to their smaller size [1].
In this approach, devices in each active layer are processed sequentially starting from the
bottom-most layer rather than bonding two fabricated dies together using bumps and/or
TSVs. Devices are built on a substrate wafer an after proper isolation, a second device layer
is formed and devices are processed on the second layer. This sequence of isolation, layer
formation, and device processing can be repeated to build a multilayer structure [29].
The key point inmonolithic 3D integration is the high alignment precision between successive
layers which is determined only by lithographic alignment accuracy. The alignment precision
for monolithic vertical integration is around 10 nmwhere TSV based integration support the
alignment precision up to 0.5 um [110].
To build a monolithic 3D circuit, the first layer is fabricated using the same manufacturing
process of a conventional 2D circuit as shown in Figure 3.1 . After fabricating active devices
and interconnects of first layer, an isolation layer is deposited and polished using a low-
temperature low-temperature chemical mechanical planarization (CMP) process. To form the
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next tier a thin single crystal layer of silicon (or Ga and GaAs for optic and RF applications) is
attached atop the isolation layer. [111]. Since this layer can be very thin (i.e. around 30 nm),
MIVs are very short with negligible parasitic capacitance (e.g. less than 0.1 fF) where for TSV
based 3D circuits the overlaying layers cannot be thinner than 50 u which results in higher
parasitic capacitance for TSVs.
Figure 3.1: process of monolithic fabrication
Thermal budget during forming second layer is the biggest challenge in monolithic verti-
cal integration. Once copper or aluminum is added on for bottom layer interconnect, the
process temperatures need to be limited to less than 400◦C , where forming single crystal
silicon requires 1200◦C and forming transistors in single crystal silicon requires around 800◦C .
Therefore novel low-thermal-budgeting process must be applied to fabricate the top device
layer. Tungsten is considered to be exploited instead of copper or aluminum since it can
tolerate high temperatures without degrading. Moreover the isolation layer between layers
should have high melting point and low thermal conductivity to prevent the thermal damages
of the lower layer. From the perspective of thermal isolation during processing, it is ideal to
have a large thickness for the isolation layer. However, the thermal resistance during circuit
operation and the length of the inter-layer interconnects would limit the actual thickness of
this isolation oxide layer.
Several monolithic approaches are proposed. Low temperature bonding process is presented
in [112,113]. A sequential process using lateral seeded crystallization is introduced in [111].
Another proposed approach is plasma-activated low-temperature wafer bonding process
[114] where amorphous Silicon is deposited on the isolator layer and crystallized using laser
pulses.
There are two different design approaches for monolithic 3D circuits, transistor level mono-
lithic integration (TMI) where pMOS nMOS transistors are located in different layers as de-
picted in Figure 3.2 (a) and gate level monolithic integration (GMI) where the placement of
devices is similar to TSV based 3D circuits as shown in Figure 3.2 (b). TMI allows the highest
integration density possible. A drawback is the need for different placement and routing tools.
Althoughmonolithic 3D circuit can provide ultra high density, their fabrication process con-
fronts serious problems. The quality of crystal for upper layers is usually low and imperfect.
Therefore, high performance devices cannot be built in the upper layers. The high temperature
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Figure 3.2: transistor level and gate level monolithic structure [1].
fabrication process of upper layers degrade the underlying devices and strict thermal budget
should be considered to control this effect. Due to the sequential nature of this method,
manufacturing throughput is low.
3.1 RRAM
Ongoing demand for high capacity, dense memories, motivate the research for new non-
volatile memories (NVM) such as phase-change RAM (PRAM), nanoelectromechanical relay
(NEM),magnetic RAM (MRAM), and resistive RAM (RRAM). RRAMs cells provide ultra high
dense memories with easy programing features, faster write time and lower write power as
compared to other emerging NVMs [19,115]. These characteristics makes RRAMs a promising
candidate for next-generation non-volatile memories.
The basic element of RRAM cells is memristance. Despite the theory of memristance was
stablished long time ago, the first memristor was fabricated recently at 2008 in HP labs. This
device has a capacitive like structure including an insulator or semiconductor sandwiched
between to metal layers depicted in Figure 3.3 [16,116].
Figure 3.3: memristor structure [16]
The I-V curve of a memristor is shown in Figure 3.4. There is a hysteresis loop which includes
two linear regions of high and low resistance and switching regions where the device state
changes. The resistance of the memristor can vastly change (over 1000%) by changing the
applied voltage. Figure 3.5 shows the change in resistance of an RRAM cell in high and
low resistance region by applying ± 5V pulsed voltage. The switching speed can be faster
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than several nanoseconds. The resistance of memristors changes with the applied voltage or
current. This behavior gives the device kind of memory and makes them a good candidate to
be used in non-volatile memory structures. The low-resistance and high-resistance states can
exhibit high and low logic [16].
Figure 3.4: hystersis behaviour in I-V curve of memristors [16]
Figure 3.5: Switching behavior of a memristor where the resistance changes by changing the
applied voltage
Resistive switching is observed in many metal-insulator-metal (MIM) structures. Various
metal oxides such as perovskite-type manganite and titanates and binary metal oxides like
SiO and NiO are detected to have hysteresis I-V curve. Typical materials for electrodes an
insulator of MIM structured memristors are listed in Figure 3.6.
The building block of RRAM is 1T1R which consists of a CMOS transistor (1T) and a MIM
structured memristor. In the 1T1R structure, the memristor is fabricated on top of the source
or drain terminal of a transistor as shown in Figure 3.8. The transistor is used to program the
memristor and write and read the state of the MIM structure.
Several 1T1R cells can be merged in array structure to form as memory block as shown in
Figure 3.9. SET and RESET operation are used to program the RRAM cell.
SET operation changes the resistance state from high resistive state (HRS) to low-resistive
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Figure 3.6: typical materials used for memristor structure
Figure 3.7: The four circuit properties (voltage, current, magnetic flux, and charge) and
their relations [16] where three relations represent the well-known passive circuit elements,
resistors (R = dV /dI ), inductors (l = dQ/dI ), and capacitors (c = dQ/dV ). The forth relation
is described asM = dφ/dQ and it is well fitted to the new element called memory resistance
or memristance.
state (LRS) which represents writing “0” in the memory. On the contrary, RESET operation
changes the resistance from LRS to HRS writing “1” logic in to the memory [18,115].
To SET the memory cell, SET voltage is applied to BL and source line (SL) is connected to zero
volt. Applying RESET voltage to SL and zero volt to BL resets the RRAM cell. On of the main
advantages of RRAMS over flash memories is that the SET and RESET voltage is very low (i.e.
around 1.6-1.8 V for RRAMs vs. 10-12 V for flash memory) [18,115].
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Figure 3.8: 1T1R structure
Figure 3.9: RRAM array structure
RRAMs can provide very dense memory blocks. Comparing to SRAMs which consist of six
transistor in each cell, single transistor structure of RRAMs can drastically improve the area
efficieny of the memory block. Based on ITRS roadmap, including the prepheral circuits
(e.g. controling and encoding/decoding circuits, write drivers, sense amplifiers), RRAMs can
increase the density of the memory block by six times. This density improvement is predicted
to be twice (100%) as compared to dense DRAMmemories. This density improvement can
lead to shorter addressing lines and hence reduced power consumed in driver circuits [16,
117]. Moreover, RRAM technology is CMOS-compatible which makes them cost efficient as
compared to DRAMs which require additional fabrication steps rather than standard CMOS
process. The materials of memristors are deposited at low temperature and they can be
fabricated between two metal layers during BEoL process [118]. The yield of RRAMmemories
is around 80-90% which is quite close to the yield of matured memories such as DRAMs.
The retention time for existing memristors is reported to be up to a couple years [16] where
this time for SRAM is 5 years and for flash memory is around 100 years [119]. The retention
time of RRAM is predicted to reach a decade in near future which will be more than sufficient
for any memory application.
On the other side, write times are a little slow, on the order of nanoseconds. Memristors
by comparison require approximately 10 ns just to write to a single cell, to which bus and
addressing latencies must be added. This means RRAMwill be much slower than DRAM for
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writes. However RRAM requires lower write time as compared to other non-volatile memories
such as flash memories, but it is reasonable to expect that a read operation will be much faster
than a write operation.
The main weak-point of RRAM is endurance which is reported between 105 and 107 write
cycles while for DRAM endurance is around 1010 to 1012. This low endurance can limits the
application of RRAM.
This combination of extreme density, moderate speed, and moderate endurance makes mem-
ristors an excellent candidate for FPGA applications. Limited number of write cycle, tolerable
required write speed, and growing need for programmed data in FPGAs matches the RRAM
specifications andmakes RRAMs perfect applicant for FPGA structure [16] different applica-
tions of RRAM in FPGAs are considered in next section.
3.1.1 RRAM in FPGA structure
FPGAs have noticeably low performance in terms of area, delay, and power consumption
as compared to ASIC circuits. In conventional FPGA structure SRAMs are used to form the
programmable interconnects. The low density of SRAM-based storage increases the area
overhead of FPGA programmability and consequently, leads to longer routing paths and larger
interconnect delay. Moreover, a considerable amount of power is consumed in SRAMs during
stand-by due to volatile structure of this memory.
Replacing SRAMs with RRAMs can improve the area and power consumption in FPGA struc-
ture. RRAM have a smaller cell size and their non-volatile structure saves significant amount
of leakage power during standby.
On the other hand, the drawbacks of RRAMwhich is poor performance during writing opera-
tion and low endurance can be ignored in FPGA applications. There is limited write access
to the RRAMs only during programming the FPGA. The number of programming cycles is
expected to be small (e.g. less than 500 ) for typical FPGA users [19].
RRAMS can be employed as memory blocks or as a part of routing switches. These two
applications are discussed in next subsection.
RRAM inmemory block
As shown in Figure 3.10, SRAM based configuration bits can be replaced by RRAMs resulting
in reduced area and power consumption. RRAMs are applied to not only the SRAMs in
programmable interconnects but also the SRAMs in LBs.
There are two types of memory cell artitecture, NAND-type cells and NOR-type cells as shown
in Figure 3.11. NOR-type cells faster serial access rather thanNAND-types. For flashmemories
typically NAND cells used since the sharing the metal contact between adjacent cells make
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Figure 3.10: Replacing SRAMS cells with RRAM [17]
them more area efficient. For RRAM memories, each cell requires separate metal contact,
therefor the density of both NAND and NOR type is similar. This makes NOR-type cells better
candidate for RRAM structure [18].
Figure 3.11: NANA and NOR type memory cell [18]
RRAM in routing path
The programable interconnects occupy up to 90% of FPGA area and are responsible for up
to 80% and 85% of the total delay and power consumption, respectively [19]. Hence routing
structures play an important role for the existing gap between FPGA and ASIC circuit.
New routing structures are proposed for programable switches shown in Figure 3.12. In this
architecture, the pass transistor switches are replaced by RRAM cells.
Since RRAMs are fabricated between the metal layers (e.g. between metal layers 5 and 6 in
[120] ), the routing switches can be placed over the logic layer as depicted in Figure 3.13 (a)
which results in drastic area reduction. Figure 3.13 (b) illustrates the FPGA layout for RRAM
based. In RRAM based structure the area is mainly determined just by the logic blocks which
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Figure 3.12: Using RRAM as the programable switch [19]
provide drastic area reduction (up to 96% [19]).
Figure 3.13: The layout of 1T1R switch(a) and RRAM based FPGA (b) [17]
A smaller footprint results in shorter interconnects and reduced interconnect delay. Up to 55%
performance improvement is reported for RRAM based FPGA as compared to conventional
ones. Non-volatility of RRAMs reduces the power consumption of the new structure up to
79%.
There are some challenges for designing RRAMs based FPGAs. An important issue is the
programmability of RRAMs integrated in the routing path. RRAMs have only two terminals
and to program them there must be a programming transistor at each of the two terminals of
an RRAM. When they are used as routing switches, the two terminals are shared between the
programming and signal paths. Their programming circuits need careful design; otherwise
there will be interference between the twomodes of operation.
The programming transistors can be shared so that only one programming transistor is re-
quired for each node. Different algorithms have been proposed for placing the programing
transistors in RRAMbased FPGAs [18,19,121]. Efficient placement of programming transistors
can drastically decrease the number of these transistors [19].
The majority of works assumeminimum size for programable transistors to achieve minimum
delay while some researches [18, 19, 122, 123] state that it is not necessarily the case. This
study presents a method to determine the optimum size for programing transistor to reduce
the power without loosing the performance.
There have been lots of studies on the replacement of routing switches with RRAMs. However,
routing buffers become a bottleneck after this replacement and thus need further improve-
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ment. Adaptive buffer allocation method is proposed in [19] where the positions of inserted
buffers inmrFPGA are optimized on demand. Finding an efficient specific algorithm for buffer
allocation in RRAMbased FPGAs is an important ongoing task that can affect the performance,
area, and power of these circuits.
3.2 Summary
A quick review onmomolithic 3D integration is presented in this chapter. RRAM technology
as a promising candidate to build dense non-volatile memories is investigated in Section 3.1.
The structure and behavior of RRAMs is studied and their benefits and drawbacks are noticed.
Another important application of RRAM cells in routing path of FPGA are also discussed in
this section. Routing structures are the main responsible for critical path delay and area in
FPGAs. Replacing CMOS gate transistor switches with RRAM switches can improve the critical
delay and reduce the area for routing structures.
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Clock distribution networks consume a considerable portion of the power dissipated by
synchronous circuits. As the area of the integrated circuits increases, larger networks are
required to distribute the clock signal, which results in higher capacitive loads and resistive
losses of the interconnects and degrades the signal integrity along these interconnects. A
common solution to alleviate this problem is to insert clock buffers in the intermediate nodes
of the clock network. Although buffer insertion improves clock signal integrity, clock buffers
significantly increase the power consumed by the clock distribution network.
3-D integration drastically decreases the interconnect length of the global wires, which can
reduce the number of clock buffers and result in more power-efficient clock networks. Alter-
natively, thermal issues are more pronounced in 3-D integrated circuits due to the increased
power densities. Consequently, designing low power clock networks for 3-D circuits is a
primary challenge.
Resonant clock distribution networks are considered efficient low-power alternatives to con-
ventional clock distribution schemes. These networks utilize additional inductive circuits to
reduce power while delivering a full swing clock signal to the sink nodes as shown in Figure
4.1. In this approach, on-chip inductance is added to the clock network and forms a reso-
nant circuit with the interconnect capacitance, decreasing in this way the power consumed
by the network, since the energy alternates between electric and magnetic fields instead of
dissipating as heat.
Manufacturing process of 3-D circuits includes some additional steps rather than standard
CMOS process such as wafer thinning and TSV fabrication. Advanced fabrication process and
thermo mechanical stresses make 3-D circuits more susceptible to manufacturing defects
and increase the importance of testing in these circuits. Pre-bond test, includes testing each
plane before bonding to other planes and can improve the yield of 3-D systems [96]. The
nature of resonant clock network poses different constraints for testing. For example, resonant
operation should be achieved for each individual plane during testing irrespective of the
employed pre-bond testing approach. The design of 3-D resonant clock networks and the
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Figure 4.1: Resonant clock network with four resonant circuits [13].
related constraints have not been explored as compared to traditional planar clock networks
[13,92,96,102,124]. Consider for example, a 2-D circuit that employs a monolithic LC tank to
resonate. This design would be inadequate for a 3-D resonant clock network, since pre-bond
test is not supported. The resonant 3-D clock network should be designed such that resonant
operation at a specific frequency is individually achieved for each plane as well as for the
entire 3-D system.
Another challenge for pre-bond testing of 3-D circuits is the incomplete clock distribution
networks prior to the bonding of the planes. 3-D clock networks often include several discon-
nected networks in some of the planes, which connect with TSVs to the plane where the main
tree feeds the clock signal to the entire clock distribution network (see Figure 4.2).
Figure 4.2: clock distribution in a 3-D circuit where in (a) the clock network is connected in
both planes and (b) includes some disconnected parts.
To provide pre-bond test, each plane needs a complete clock tree. A technique to provide such
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a tree by employing additional wiring has recently been presented [124]. In another approach
each disconnected clock tree is driven by a DLL, enabling pre-bond test for each plane of
the 3-D system [102]. Both methods support pre-bond test for traditional clock networks
by providing a means to connect the local networks within each plane. Contactless testing
methods have been considered as an alternative for conventional test methods [103–105,
125]. Inductive links can be exploited to wirelessly transmit the clock signal to the disjoint
resonant clock networks. Inductive links typically incur a significant area overhead as in other
techniques. This overhead, however, is practically eliminated for resonant clock networks.
The inductors comprising the LC tanks are used as the receiver circuit for the links, essentially
eliminating the need for additional circuits and/or interconnect resources during pre-bond
test.
The contribution of this chapter is a design methodology of a resonant clock network for 3-D
circuits that supports wireless pre-bond testing for this network through the use of inductive
links. Resonant operation is ensured for each plane either in test or functional mode and
the clock signal characteristics are maintained within each plane and for either operating
mode. The proposed 3-D resonant clock networks considerably lower the power of the clock
distribution system, while pre-bond test is supported by the proper design and allocation of the
LC tanks within each plane. There are two aspects to design a wireless testable resonant clock
network; 1) designing the on-chip resonant clock network and 2) providing the transceiver
circuit required for wireless communication during the pre-bond testing.
A design methodology for H-tree resonant clock networks in 3-D circuits is proposed in next
section. The number of LC tanks, the resonant circuit parameters, and the driver size for
normal operation are determined such that a full swing signal is provided at the sink nodes
and the power consumption of the circuit is minimized. The effect of different parameters
including the number of planes and number of TSVs among the planes for designing 3-D
resonant clock networks is investigated.
In symmetric clock networks (e.g. H-trees) the location of LC tanks are determined where
finding the proper allocationmethod for LC tanks in synthesized trees is a challenge. In Section
4.2, a designmethod for applying the resonant clocking approach for synthesized clock trees is
presented. To simplify the problem, an ideal clock driver is assumed to be used for these clock
trees (i.e. Rdr i ver = 0). The proper number of LC tanks and the related resonant parameters
are determined in the proposed method. This method provides the minimum number of LC
tanks that can deliver a full swing signal to all the sink nodes by considering the capacitive
load at each node to determine the location of LC tanks. Resonance parameters, such as the
size of the inductor can be adapted to reduce the power consumption and/or area overhead
of the clock distribution network.
The design of a transceiver circuit consisting of a transmitter placed off-chip (i.e. in the probe
card) and an on-chip receiver is described in Section 4.3. The probe card is designed to deliver
a full swing sinusoidal clock signal in normal operation frequencies as well as scan and at-
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speed testing. The complexity of the design is shifted to the transmitter plane where one probe
card can be used to test several circuits.
4.1 Resonant clocking for symmetric networks
After a brief review on resonant clock networks in 2-D circuits, in this chapter, I propose a
method to extend resonant clocking to symmetric 3-D clock networks and discuss how to
determine the important parameters in these networks.
A design methodology for resonant H-tree clock distribution networks is proposed in [20]. In
this work, the clock tree is modeled with a distributed RLC interconnect as illustrated in Figure
4.3. This electrical model is utilized to determine the parameters of the resonant circuit and
the output impedance of the clock driver such that the power consumed by the network and
the clock driver are minimum, while a full swing signal is delivered at the output nodes.
Figure 4.3: RLCmodel of a 16-sink clock network where (a) is the distributed RLCmodel and
(b) is the simplified RLCmodel of resonant network [20]
To deliver a full swing signal at the sink nodes, the magnitude of the transfer function of
the network Hout , should be close to one. This parameter is often fixed to 0.9 [20, 21] (for
the remainder of the chapter “full swing signal” implies any signal swing that satisfies this
specification). As shown in [20], |Hout | is described by
|Hout | =
￿￿￿￿ ￿￿Zin_ω￿￿2￿
Rdr iver +Re(Zin_ω)
￿2+ Im(Zin_ω)2 .
￿￿Hω( jω)￿￿ (4.1)
where Hω and Zin_ω notate the transfer function and input impedance of the network. When
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|Hout | is fixed at 0.9, the driver resistance can be determined by
Rdr iver =
￿￿￿H( jω)￿￿2 . ￿￿Zin_ω￿￿2
0.92
− Im(Zin_ω)2−Re(Zin_ω) (4.2)
Several resonant circuits can be utilized to improve the characteristics of the clock signal. In
a symmetric H-tree clock network, the number of LC tanks (resonant circuits) also depends
on the location of these circuits. If the resonant circuits are placed closer to the driver, fewer
circuits are needed. Alternatively, when these circuits are placed close to the sink nodes, more
LC tanks are required. Since the equivalent inductance is the parallel combination of all the
inductors, increasing the number of resonant circuits leads to a larger required inductance for
each circuit. Using a higher number of larger inductors results in larger area occupied by the
resonant inductors.
The number of resonant circuits also affects the output signal swing. As discussed in [21], by
increasing the number of resonant circuits and placing these circuits closer to the sink nodes,
each inductor resonates with a smaller part of the circuit resulting in lower attenuation of the
output signal swing. Alternatively, increasing the number of resonant circuits and using larger
inductors in each LC tank reduces the quality factor of the LC tanks, since in spiral inductors
the effective series resistance (ESR) increases more aggressively than the inductance [20].
A lower quality factor for resonant circuits produces a higher signal loss and decreases the
output signal swing. Considering a clock network with 256 sinks driven by an ideal clock driver,
|Hout | for a different number of resonant circuits over a wide range of resonant inductance is
shown in Figure 4.4, where for fewer than 16 andmore than 64 resonant circuits, the |Hout |
cannot meet the 0.9 signal swing depicted by the dotted line.
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Figure 4.4: |Hout | for different number of resonant circuits
To determine the resonant parameters one approach is to only consider the capacitance of
the clock network and employ to determine the total resonant inductance [13,21,126]. By
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doubling the number of LC tanks, the inductance of each tank is also doubled. In this approach,
the inductive component of the network wires is not considered. In large clock networks with
long interconnects, the inductance of the wires cannot be neglected [20]. Furthermore, this
method assumes that placing the resonant circuit in different locations does not change the
equivalent capacitance of the network (i.e. the capacitance seen by the primary clock driver).
These simplifications can result in inaccurate estimation of the resonant inductance, adversely
affecting the signal swing.
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Figure 4.5: |Hout | for different number of LC tanks and resonant inductance using the model
in [21] (dotted vertical lines) and the proposed approach (solid vertical lines)
The signal swing for a clock network with 256 sinks using an ideal driver for different number
of LC tanks is illustrated in Figure 4.5 Employing any inductance within the crosshatched
ranges, this clock network can meet the signal swing specifications. The resonant inductance
determined with the simplified approach is illustrated by the dotted lines, where due to
imprecise estimation of the inductance, the clock network cannot deliver a full swing signal
to the sinks (as required by the dashed horizontal line). As depicted in Figure 4.5, using the
simplified model from [21] can reduce |Hout | from 0.9 to 0.65.
4.1.1 Resonant clocking for 3DH-trees
Based on design implications for resonant networks, different clock network topologies can
be considered to adapt the conventional (planar) resonant clock networks to 3-D circuits
[127]. In the first topology denoted as “ symmetric topology”, each plane contains resonant
circuits and can be separately investigated as shown in Figure 4.6 In another structure,
denoted as “ asymmetric topology”, the resonant circuit is placed in only one plane and should
resonate with the total capacitance of the 3-D stack at the desired frequency. During pre-
bond test, each plane should separately resonate. Note that this requirement is an additional
constraint specific to resonant networks and is completely different to the techniques that
can be employed to connect the local networks [102, 124] in either a standard or resonant
clock distribution approach. Consequently asymmetric structures, which can be considered
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as an extension of 2-D clock networks, do not support pre-bond testing in a straightforward
manner, since the resonant circuit is contained within only one plane.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.6: Different topologies for 3-D resonant networks where (a) is the asymmetric and (b)
is the symmetric topology.
The other important parameter in designing a resonant 3-D clock network is the number of
TSVs used to connect the physical planes. From this perspective, different topologies can be
explored, for example, using a single TSV (or a small group of TSVs connected in parallel) in
the center of each plane or by using multiple TSVs. In the multiple TSV structure, one of the
planes contains a complete clock tree, where for the other planes the clock network consists
of several disconnected local networks each connected to the first plane by TSVs. Increasing
the number of TSVs provides more local networks increasing the area occupied by the TSVs.
Four topologies for a two-plane 3-D circuit with 32 sinks are shown in Figure 4.7. RLCmodels
to analyze the different 3-D structures are depicted in Figure 4.8. In single-TSV topologies the
equivalent resistance of the circuit is determined as the resistance of each plane divided by the
number of planes. By increasing the number of TSVs and omitting some wires in the upper
planes, the resistance of these wires is not divided by the number of planes which results in
higher equivalent resistance for the 3-D circuit. Alternatively, increasing the number of TSVs
results in decreased capacitance for the 3-D circuit.
To specify the parameters of resonance for a 3-D system with a specific number of TSVs, we
have employed a distributed RLCmodel of the clock distribution network. Assuming a 3-D
clock network with N planes and n branch levels in each plane, the number of sink nodes
is N .2n . TSVs can be placed at any of these n levels. Connecting the networks of the entire
planes at the i th level of the prima clock network (e.g. located in layer 1 in Figure 4.6) results
in 2(i−1) TSVs. The number of LC tanks in each plane is assumed to be more than the TSVs
such that at least one LC tank is connected to each local network. The location of LC tanks
is swept from the TSVs to the sinks and the resonant parameters, power consumption, and
driver resistance for each topology are determined. Based on this comparison the topology
with the desired characteristics can be selected. The driver resistance described by (4.1) is
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.7: Different topologies for a two-plane 3-D resonant clock network where (a) is a
single TSV structure with one LC tank per plane, (b) is a single TSV structure with four LC
tanks per plane, (c) is a four TSV structure with four LC tanks per plane, and (d) is a four TSV
structure with eight LC tanks per plane.
plotted over the inductance to determine the resonant parameters, similar to the 2-D case. In
the 3-D system the transfer function for different planes can be different due to the effect of
the TSV. Not surprisingly, the last plane (the plane with the greatest distance from the clock
driver) has the lowest signal swing. The driver size should be determined such that the signal
swing for every plane meets the specifications. Consequently, the transfer functionmagnitude
of the last plane should be used in (4.1). Following this process, the number of the LC tanks
and the parameters of the resonant circuits are determined for normal operation as discussed
in our work in [128].
For each location the driver resistance is adapted to produce a transfer function amplitude
of 0.9 for a wide range of inductor sizes. The driver resistance and corresponding power
consumption are swept versus the inductance. The inductance for which the driver resistance
is maximum or the power consumption is minimum (which do not necessarily occur for the
same frequency) is determined as shown in Figure 4.9.
For pre-bond test, the power consumed by the clock network within each plane is low as
compared to the total power consumed by the 3-D system. Consequently, the power consumed
by one plane during the pre-bond test mode is a secondary parameter and since the planes
are not bonded, heat is removed faster and the thermal constraints are more relaxed. The
predominant parameter in test mode is the voltage swing. The clock network should deliver a
full swing clock signal to the sinks to test each plane. During the test mode, each plane should
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Figure 4.8: RLCmodel for a two-plane 3-D circuit with four LC tanks where (a) is the model for
the single-TSV and (b) is the model for four-TSV structures.
Figure 4.9: The driver resistance and power v.s. resonant inductance.
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consist of a complete clock network. Additional wiring can be used in each plane to connect
local networks except for the first plane [124]. There are two important design parameters in
pre-bond test, sizing the additional wires and clock drivers used only during testing. These
parameters should be chosen such that a full swing signal is delivered to the sink nodes. There
is a tradeoff for determining these parameters. If the wire width is decreased, a larger clock
driver should be utilized. Alternatively, increasing the width of the wire results in a smaller
clock driver but increases the area occupied by the redundant wires, which are used only
during pre-bond test. One simplistic approach is to replicate the tree of the first plane for all
the planes during the test mode and also use a driver with the same strength as the main clock
driver. This choice, however, leads to over design and to wasting silicon.To determine these
parameters, we sweep the wire width and the related driver resistance is obtained by (4.1).
The driver resistance for different wire width for a two-plane 3-D system with 8 TSVs and 16
resonant circuits is plotted in Figure 4.10.
Figure 4.10: Driver resistance vs. wire size.
The parameters estimated using the simplistic approach is shown at point 1in Figure 4.10. For
points 2, 3, and 4, the parameters are determined using our approach where for point 2 the
driver resistance is maximum using the wire size of the first plane and for point 3 the wire size
is minimumwhile employing a replica of the main driver. Point 4 provides a better tradeoff,
since the wire width decreases to half of the wire width of point 2 and the resistance of the
driver decreases by only 15%. This resistance is twice as large as compared to the resistance of
the driver used to drive the entire clock distribution network.
To determine the resonant parameters for a specific topology, we adapt the driver resistance
to produce a transfer function amplitude of 0.9 for a wide range of inductor sizes using (4.2).
The driver resistance and corresponding power consumption are swept versus the inductance.
The inductance for which the driver resistance is maximum or the power consumption is
minimum (which do not necessarily occur for the same frequency) is determined. In a 3-D
system, the transfer function for different planes can be different due to the effect of the
TSV. Not surprisingly, the plane(s) with the greatest distance from the clock driver exhibit(s)
the lowest signal swing. The driver size should be determined such that the signal swing for
every plane meets the specifications. Consequently, the transfer function magnitude of the
last plane should be used in 4.2. Following this process, the number of the LC tanks and the
parameters of the resonant circuits are determined for normal operation.
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This method should be further enhanced to also support the post-bond testing procedure.
Since the scan test frequency is lower than the operating frequency ( ftest_postbond < fres),
to support the resonant operation during post-bond scan test and deliver a full swing clock
signal to the sink nodes, a larger resonant inductance should be utilized (Ltest_postbond > Lres).
The power consumption during scan test is lower than normal operation due to the lower
frequency. Consequently, the main concern is signal swing. To reduce the area overhead,
we add a single inductor to the first plane to satisfy the resonant constraints at scan test
frequency. Note that this inductance is not required to be distributed among the planes,
since the post-bond testing is performed where all the clock networks are connected with the
TSVs and distributing this inductance results in wasting area. Since the Rdr iver and resonant
parameters are determined in the previous step, by substituting the test frequency in (4.1)
and fixing |Hout | to 0.9, the size of this extra inductor can be determined.
4.1.2 Simulation results
Assuming an H-tree network as the preferred network in [20], the number of sinks is deter-
mined based on the circuit area A and the load capacitance that each sink drives,CL . A case
study of an H-tree resonant clock network with 256 leaves is considered. The load capacitance
at each node is assumed to be 20 fF and the operating frequency is 5 GHz. The interconnect
length can be determined from the total network area. For a circuit area of the length of the
longest and shortest interconnects is l/4 and l/2n+2, respectively, where n indicates the number
of sinks.The PTMmodel for a 0.18 µmCMOS technology is used to estimate the resistance,
inductance, and capacitance of the horizontal interconnects. The total area of the network is
3.4 mm× 3.4 mm. The parameters of the interconnects are listed in Table 4.1, where L1 to L8
indicate the different wire segments from the driver to the sinks.
Table 4.1: Interconnect parameters used in the investigated clock network
L1-L5 L6 L7 L8
R[Ω/mm] 2.75 5.5 11 22
L[nH/mm] 0.46 0.6 0.72 0.82
C [ f F/mm] 254.6 175.4 130 103
For a conventional (non-resonant) clock network, inverters are properly inserted at the inter-
mediate nodes to deliver a full swing clock to the output, while in the resonant clock network,
resonant circuits are added to the clock tree to provide a proper clock signal at the output. The
amount of the resonant inductance is determined as described in the previous section. The
decoupling capacitor that should be sufficiently large not to affect the frequency of resonance
is set to 60 pF. The effective series resistance (ESR) for the inductors is determined from [20].
Different topologies of 3-D circuits are explored. To form a 3-D system, the 2-D circuit is folded
into several planes. The electrical and physical characteristics of the TSVs used to connect
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these planes are based on [62]. The number of LC tanks, the inductor size for each resonant
circuit, and the clock driver resistance for normal and pre-bond operation are listed in Table 2.
The size of the wires in the upper planes for pre-bond test is determined and compared with
the size of the wires in the first plane. The resulting decrease in wire width is also listed in this
table
Increasing the number of TSVs can result in a smaller primary driver and lower power due to
the decreased capacitive load of the clock network. Alternatively, increasing the resistance
of the circuit requires a larger primary driver, increasing the power consumed by the clock
network. Predicting which behavior is dominant is not straightforward and strongly depends
on the interconnect characteristics of the clock network. Using wide wires results in stronger
capacitive behavior, while in long wires the resistive component can become dominant. For
this case study, as shown in Table 2, there is not a uniform trend for the design parameters as a
function of the number of TSVs.
The power consumed by different topologies for standard and resonant clock networks is
listed in columns 7 and 8 of Table 4.2. As reported in this table, the power consumed by the
resonant clock network is considerably lower than the standard network in 3-D circuits. This
improvement is accompanied by an increase in the area occupied by the resonant circuits. The
area of a resonant clock network increases due to these additional circuits, but alternatively,
omitting the clock buffers can decrease the area of the resonant networks.
Increasing the number of planes decreases the length of the wires in the network for a specific
number of sinks. Omitting long interconnects as required for some of the topologies shown in
Figure 4.7 reduces the resistive voltage drop and the capacitance of the network and decreases
the power consumedby the network. For a 3-D circuit with twoplanes, the power consumption
reduces up to 64%, where this reduction reaches to 70% and 72% for circuits with four and
eight planes, respectively. Decreasing the equivalent capacitance of the network also results in
larger resonant inductance and increases the area of the resonant clock network. Alternatively,
by increasing the number of planes, the driver size and the width of the additional wires
required for pre-bond test, reduces due to the smaller circuit area in each plane.
The preferred 3-D structure that decreases the power consumption of the clock network by
72%, consists of eight planes which is themaximum number of planes investigated in this case
study. Each plane connects to the others using 2 TSVs. 16 LC tanks are used in this structure
(two LC tanks per plane) and the inductance for each LC tank is 2 nH. The number of planes
and the number of LC tanks is determined such that the highest voltage swing is achieved
(which implies that the Q-factor of the spiral inductors is also the highest).
4.2 Resonant clocking for synthesized networks
Different methods for allocating the LC tanks in symmetric clock distribution networks have
been discussed in previous section. A new method for allocating the LC tank for H-trees is
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Table 4.2: Design parameters and power consumption for different topologies.
#LC
tanks
L [nH]
Rdr i ver
[Ω]
Rdr i ver [Ω]
pre-bond
Wire width
reduction (%)
power [mW]
Standard Resonant
2-D - 32 2.2 1.2 - - 543 310
3-D
2
planes
1 TSV 16 1.5 3.52 7.16 0 385 241
2 TSV 16 1.4 2.95 6.2 50 374 230
4 TSV 16 1.5 2.77 6.1 50 353 244
8 TSV 16 1.3 2.98 5.6 50 312 196
16 TSV 32 3 2.55 5.7 50 347 218
32 TSV 64 5 0.97 4.5,2.4 25,50 304 203
3-D
4
planes
1 TSV 16 1.8 2.15 8.8 0 308 190
2 TSV 16 1.6 3.55 10 87.5 297 174
4 TSV 16 1.7 3.9 10.8 81.5 289 162
8 TSV 32 3.2 3.5 8.4 81.5 295 176
16 TSV 64 6.5 3 6.9 75 308 184
3-D
8
planes
1 TSV 8 1 2.4 17.8 0 299 173
2 TSV 16 2 3.5 20 87.5 283 152
4 TSV 32 3 3.27 15 81.5 311 188
8 TSV 64 5 2.65 9 50 307 181
proposed here. This method is applicable to symmetric structures where the location and
number of H-trees are dependent and the number of LC tanks is power of two. In [21], the LC
tanks are placed at equidistant points from the root which is a proper method for symmetric
clock trees, such as H-trees and binary trees. The performance of this method degrades for
asymmetric clock trees since maintaining equal distances to the root results in sub-tress with
dissimilar capacitance resonating with resonant inductors of the same size.
The contribution of this work is a methodology that determines the minimum number of
LC tanks that can deliver a full swing signal to the sink nodes in a synthesized clock tree and
determine the proper resonant parameter for these LC tanks. The resonant parameters can be
determined to satisfy one of the two objectives, minimizing power or the area of the inductors.
An early method to apply the resonant clocking to synthesized trees is proposed in [21]. This
method allocates the LC tanks at equidistant points from the root node. The location of LC
tanks is swept from the root toward the sinks to find the maximum signal swing. Maintaining
the distance from the LC tanks to the root constant reduces the number of candidate LC tank
locations which can degrade the performance of this method. In asymmetric clock networks,
for long branches (which can lead to lower signal swing at the correspond sinks) placing the LC
tanks closer to the sinks can improve the signal swing, which is not supported by this method.
Other approaches for applying resonant clocking for synthesized clock networks are presented
in [129, 130]. These methods are proposed for grid clock network structure where the ca-
pacitance of the network is almost equally distributed. LARCS [130] chooses a small library
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of resonant inductance and for each node determines a vicinity of nodes so that the total
node capacitance resonates with the employed inductance at the desired clock frequency.
Using limited candidates for resonant inductance reduces the complexity of LARCS but on the
downside the performance of the method can degrade. The LARCSmethod is also applicable
to clock trees, but due to the highly irregular structure of trees determining the appropriate
local regions (vicinities) to resonate with the same inductance can be a formidable task. The
length of the tree branches and their capacitance is not uniform in clock trees and, very often,
the branches near the root are much longer than the interconnect segments near the sinks. In
Figure 4.11, a simple example of a clock tree is shown where the length and capacitance ofW1
andW2 is much larger thanW3 toW6. For node N1, the vicinity includesW1 orW2 (or both)
and for N2, the vicinity includesW3 andW4; therefore the capacitance for the vicinity of N1 is
much larger than the capacitance for vicinity of N2. The use of the same resonant inductance
for these two vicinities results in quite different resonant frequencies.
Figure 4.11: Simple clock tree with unbalanced branches.
In this section a new method for applying the resonant approach to synthesized trees is
introduced. As discussed in our work in [131], this method minimizes the number of LC tanks
that suffice to deliver a full swing signal to all the sink nodes (i.e. a signal swing greater than 0.9).
The important contribution of this method is to properly allocate the LC tanks along the clock
network for any number of tanks. Later in this section it will be shown that the signal swing
for the branches with higher impedance is lower than other branches and resonant behavior
can change the capacitive element of the impedance. Consequently, locating the LC tanks
considering the capacitive load of the nodes is a proper method to improve the signal swing.
In the proposed method, there is at least one LC tank from the root to each sink. The method
begins with the placement of one LC tank at the root. If a full signal swing for all the sinks is
not achieved, the number of LC tanks is increased and the next candidate LC tank is added to
the node with the highest capacitance. The number of LC tanks is increased until a full swing
signal is delivered to all the sink nodes. For each number of LC tanks, the transfer function
for all the sinks is determined for a wide range of resonant inductance. Using distributed
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RLCmodel for the interconnects, the transfer function for each sink can be determined as a
function of resonant inductance. The area budget defines the upper limit for the inductance
range. If there is an inductance range that can satisfy the output voltage swing requirement,
the number and location of LC tanks have been determined. If increasing the number of LC
tanks up to reaching the area budget does not result in delivering a full swing signal to all the
sinks, the LC tank locations and resonant inductance that result in the highest amplitude for
the transfer function is determined as the final solution. Alternative methods such as buffer
insertion should be employed for this resonant network to supply a full swing signal for the
sinks.
In the range of inductors that can result in full signal swing, two approaches can be consid-
ered. In first approach, calledminPow hereafter, the power consumption of the network is
minimized and in second one calledminArea the area overhead of the resonant inductors is
minimized. The transfer function and power consumed by a clock tree are shown in Figure
4.12 where selecting L1 as the resonant inductance for minArea reduces the area of these
inductors and choosing L2 for minPow results in lower power consumption for the clock
network.
Figure 4.12: Signal swing and power consumption vs. resonant inductance.
Comparing to the method in [21], which is the only method presented for synthesized trees,
the proposed method uses a more efficient parameter to locate the LC tanks and sweeping the
resonant inductance results in better power and/or area rather than the first-order estimation
used by [21]. Three basic properties of resonant behavior, which are the foundations of the
proposed methodology, are described hereafter.
Property 1. For two parallel branches, the branch with the higher impedance exhibits the
smaller signal swing.
If we model the entire clock network with a single RC π−section as illustrated in Figure 4.13,
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the transfer function at the output node is determined as
|H | = 1￿￿
1+R2NCLCNω2
￿2+R2N .￿4C2L +C2N ￿ .ω2 (4.3)
which indicates that by increasing the resistance and capacitance of the clock network denoted
by RN andCN , respectively, or the load capacitanceCL the amplitude of the transfer function
decreases. Consequently, the branch with the higher impedance has the smaller transfer
function and exhibits the lower signal swing.
Figure 4.13: Lumpedmodel for a clock distribution network.
Property 2. Adding a resonant inductor to a clock network can, simultaneously, reduce the
power and improve signal swing.
Resonant behavior occurs, where in a clock cycle the energy alternates between electric and
magnetic fields. In an electric circuit, resonance occurs when the inductive and capacitive
part of the impedance cancel each other. Therefore adding the resonant inductor ideally
cancels the imaginary part of the circuit impedance due to the capacitive components. In
real (non-ideal) clock network, since the capacitance is distributed along the interconnects,
adding a lumped inductor to the network cannot completely cancel the capacitive part of the
impedance but it reduces capacitance of the circuit. In theπmodel of the interconnect, adding
the resonant inductor in parallel to capacitance of the network, increases the capacitive part
of the impedance. The input impedance of the network and output voltage transfer function
can be described as:
Zin =R+ 11
XC
+ 1R+XL
(4.4)
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VO
Vin
= XL
XL +R .
1
1+R.
￿
1
XC
+ 1R+XL
￿ (4.5)
where XC and R stand for capacitive and resistive part of clock network impedance, respec-
tively, and XL stands for the impedance of the load. As shown in (4.4), by increasing XC , the
input impedance of the circuit increases which results in decreasing the power consumed by
the clock network where the signal swing is also increased as shown in (4.5).
Property 3. Adding an LC tank to a node of a branch increases the signal swing of its descen-
dants more than other sink nodes.
A segment of a clock network with two parallel branches is shown in Figure 4.14. The transfer
function from VO2 and VO3 to V1 can be determined using (4.5). By adding the LC tank to the
first branch, XC2 and, consequently, the
VO2
/ V1 increases where
VO3
/ V1 is constant.
Figure 4.14: Two parallel branches of a clock tree.
Based on these properties, an algorithm is devised to find the proper location for the LC tanks.
In a synthesized clock tree, the signal swing at different sink nodes is not equal. As described
in property 1, the branch with higher impedance exhibits lower signal swing at the sink nodes.
Consequently, to provide a uniform signal swing at the sink nodes the signal swing of high
impedance branches should increase more than other branches. As mentioned in property 2,
the signal swing improvement can be achieved adding resonant inductors. Property 3 suggests
adding the resonant inductor to the branches with lower signal swing (i.e. higher impedance)
to better improve the signal swing of these branches. Based on these properties, the proposed
algorithm employs the input impedance of each node as a parameter to locate the LC tanks.
Since the goal of this algorithm is to reduce the number of LC tanks, the algorithm starts
with one LC tank located at the node with highest impedance (i.e. the root) and increases
the number of LC tanks to reach the full swing signal at all sink nodes. In each step of the
algorithm, the location of the new LC tank is determined considering the input impedance of
the intermediate nodes of the clock network.
The algorithm starts from the tree that represents the topology of the distribution network.
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“Breadth first ” traversal is usedwhere each node has a certain level (depth) in the tree as shown
in Figure 4.15. The algorithm starts by adding one LC tank to the root node and evaluating
the transfer function at all the sink nodes. A proper method to calculate the transfer function
in tree structures is to use Direct Truncation of the Transfer Function (DTT) [22]. DTT is a
recursive method producing the transfer function of a tree structured interconnect based on
the transfer function of the sub-blocks of the circuit. For the circuit shown in Figure 4.16 the
transfer function of node k, Tk (s) is determined as
Tk (s)= Nk (s)D(s) (4.6)
D(s)−N1(s)= (s.R1+ s2L1).
￿
Ck .Nk (s) (4.7)
N1(s)=D1(s).Dr (s) (4.8)
where Nk (s) andDk (s) are the nominator and denominator of the transfer function at node k
andDl andDr are the denominators of the transfer function for the right and left sub-blocks.
Lk ,Ck , andRk are the inductance, capacitance and resistance at node k, respectively, as shown
in Figure 4.16. This approach is quite convenient for adding and omitting LC tanks since each
LC tank can be treated as a sub-block added in parallel to the clock network circuit.
If the amplitude of the transfer function for all the sinks is more than 0.9, the algorithm
terminates. Otherwise, the candidate locations for LC tanks are at the nodes of “Level 1”. The
nodes of “Level 1” are sorted according to the capacitive load seen at each node. First, the LC
tank is added to the node with the highest capacitive load. The number of LC tanks increases
till a full swing signal is exhibited to all the sink nodes. If adding the LC tank to all the nodes in
“Level 1” cannot support a full swing clock signal for the sinks, the algorithm progresses to the
next level downstream. The algorithm iterates until the desired signal swing at all sink nodes
is achieved.
This algorithm can reduce the number of LC tanks as compared to the previous method of
allocating resonant inductors for clock trees [21], particularly for unbalanced clock trees.
Consider the example clock tree shown in Figure 4.17 where allocating one LC tank on the
root can provide a full swing signal for sink nodes s1 to s4. By using the proposed LC location
algorithm, which places the second LC tank at node n1, a full swing signal is delivered to nodes
s5 to s7. In previous method [21], the LC tanks are located at equal distance from the root and
exploiting this method for this clock tree requires at least three LC tanks to provide a full swing
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Figure 4.15: Different levels of intermediate nodes for a tree withN levels.
Figure 4.16: sub blocks of the circuit in DTT approach [22].
signal for all the sinks.
4.2.1 Simulation results
In this section the proposed method is applied to the synthesized clock trees from 2010 ISPD
benchmark set. A clock frequency of 1 GHz is assumed and the technology data for 0.18 µm
is used to construct the case studies. The output resistance of the clock driver is set to 10Ω.
The decoupling capacitor is 15 pF which is large enough not to interfere in clock frequency.
The power consumption, signal swing, and area of the LC tanks of the proposed method
are compared with the methods presented in [21] and [130]. The area of the inductors is
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Pseudo code of LC tanks placement Algorithm
Main
N= Number of levels in tree
Curl= 1 /* Current level */
Hbest = 0
Put initial LC tank location at root
repeat {
Determine the transfer function
if (H(L)>Hbest ) then
Hbest =H(L)
Best Location = current LC tank location
Add-LC-tank (Curl )
Until ( voltage swing is satisfied)
Determine-resonant-inductance
}
Determine-resonant-inductance
Design objectives: minPow,minArea
for (L|H(L)> 0.9) {
ifminPow
minimize (power(L)) /* plot power(L) */
else ifminArea
minimize (L)
}
return
Add-LC-tank (Cul)
If (Curl is full ) {
if (Curl =N ) return
Curl =Curl +1
}
determine the location of next LC tank
return
estimated using
L =K1.µ0
n2.davg
1+K2ρ (4.9)
where K1 and K2 for square inductors are, respectively, 2.34 and 2.75 [132]. davg = (dout+din )/2
and ρ = (dout−din )/(dout+din ) where dout and din are outer and inner diameter of the inductor. To
approximate the area of the resonant inductors, the ratio between dout and din is considered
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Figure 4.17: An example of an unbalanced clock tree.
to be 3, which is a practical ratio to have a proper magnetic flux [133] and results in ρ = 0.5.
The area of the inductor can be described as:
Area = d2out = (
3.L.(1+0.5.K2)
2.K1µ0n2
)2, (4.10)
where the number of turns for all of the inductors is considered to be 4 in this study.
To determine the resonant inductance, for LARCS a library of four inductors; 8 nH, 10 nH,
12 nH, and 15 nH is used where for the method presented in [21] the first-order estimation
is utilized. For the proposedmethod, theminPow andminArea approaches are considered
as discussed in the previous section. When the resonant inductance is determined, the
corresponding spiral inductor with a high quality factor and low area should be designed.
There are different simulation tools to design spiral inductors such as COMSOL [134], ASITIC
[135], and Sonnet [136].
The transfer function for a synthesized tree with 1016 sinks is plotted in Figure 4.18. As shown
in this Figure, adding 15 LC tanks in the nodes as determined by the proposed method can
deliver a full swing signal to the sink nodes where using LARCSmethod results in inadequate
clock signal swing although 58 LC tanks are employed. Themethod of [21], adds 14 LC tanks to
the clock tree where the amplitude of transfer function is 0.5 and clock buffers should be used
to deliver a full swing signal to the sinks. Simulation results show that LARCS is not working
properly for clock trees which is expected since this method is proposed for clock grids.
Design parameters and simulation results for different clock trees are listed in Table. 4.3 and
4.4. Number of LC tanks, resonant inductance, area overhead, and the power consumed by
method proposed in [21], LARCS,minPow andminArea are reported in Table 4.3 and area
overhead, and the power consumed by these methods are listed in Table 4.4. Comparing two
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Figure 4.18: Comparison of a synthesized tree with 1016 sinks among different designmethods
where (a) is the transfer function for a sink node and (b) is the power consumption.
approaches of proposedmethod shows that the first approach reduces the power consumption
up to 14.7% where the second approach reduces the area overhead up to 19%. Consequently
none of these approaches has a great preference to the other one and specific design objectives
determine which approach works better for a certain case.
The power consumed by the clock distribution network is reduced up to 57% applying reso-
nant clocking scheme as compared to a standard clock network. The amplitude of transfer
function for [21] is around 0.5, while the proposed method delivers full swing signal improv-
ing the signal swing up to 80%. The number of LC tanks for the proposed method and the
method presented in [21] is comparable where theminPow algorithm leads to an inductor
area decrease by 51% since the inductors used by the proposed method are smaller than the
inductors determined by the first order estimation in [21]. This situation is because the first
order estimation neglects the inductive parameters of the interconnect and overestimates
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Table 4.3: Design parameters for different design methodologies.
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1107 60 0.5 10.6 70 0.35 47.5 0.9 47 6 55 5.25 113
2249 136 0.43 34.8 184 0.3 58.2 0.9 116 15.4 134 12.4 271
1845 45 0.45 19.4 138 0.4 51.6 0.9 37 9.4 41 8.28 68
1915 36 0.55 43.6 41 0.48 54.2 0.9 29 27.1 33 21.7 59
1016 28 0.57 27.8 35 0.53 45.2 0.9 21 19.1 24 12.6 43
1134 40 0.6 37 54 0.55 37.4 0.9 32 18 37 12.5 61
the resonant inductance). This improvement increases up to 57% for theminArea. Simulta-
neously the power consumed by the proposed method is decreased up to 25% and 14% for
the minPow and minArea approach as compared to the method presented in [21]. Using
the proposed method drastically decreases the resonant inductance compared to previous
methods. Although the inductor area forminArea is 19% less thanminPow, comparing to the
previous methods the area improvement for these twomethods is in the same range.
Designing resonant clock networks has been considered in previous sections. In next section
we study pre-bond testability for designed networks and exploit inductive links to wirelessly
transmit the clock signal to the disjoint resonant clock networks.
4.3 Transceiver circuit for the inductive link
Pre-bond testability presents new challenges to 3-D clock network design primarily due to
the incomplete clock distribution networks prior to the bonding of the planes. As mentioned
before, inductive links are exploited to supply the clock signal for all sink nodes during the
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pre-bond test. The inductors within the LC tanks are used as the receiver circuit for the links,
essentially eliminating the need for additional circuits and/or interconnect resources during
pre-bond test.
Contactless interfaces use AC-coupling to transfer the data. An AC Coupling Interface (ACCI)
uses the transitions of a digital signal as the useful part of information and discards the DC
component. In inductive links, the transferred power can be adapted by different circuit
parameters, such as the number of the inductor turns [36].
The quality of an inductive link is a function of the electric and magnetic characteristics of
the link. Misalignments between the horizontal locations of the inductors in adjacent planes
can affect the coupling coefficient. Furthermore, thermal issues can change the electrical
components of the link, such as the metal resistance.
An inductive link consists of two spiral inductors and a current based transceiver. As shown in
Figure 4.19, the transmitter converts the input voltage to current pulses, which are coupled
through spiral inductors and recovered as voltage pulses at the receiver.
Figure 4.19: Basic operation of an inductor link, where (a) is the inductively coupled transceiver
and (b) is the equivalent circuit for the spiral inductor [2,3].
In standard clock networks, the clock signal is pulse shaped and if inductive links transfer the
clock signal, the coupled current and voltage should be recovered at the receiver as shown
in Figure 4.19. Alternatively, in resonant clock networks, the global clock signal is sinusoidal
and the buffers at sink nodes can convert the clock signal to a square waveform. Alternatively,
proper flip-flops for resonant clock networks can be utilized [137]. Due to the sinusoidal shape
of the coupled clock signal in resonant clock networks, the receiver circuit in these networks is
less complex as compared to receivers in conventional clock networks. As indicated in Figure
4.20, the receiver voltage is also sinusoidal and no additional receiver circuit is required to
recover the transferred voltage.
The circuit of the inductive link is illustrated in Figure 4.21. The inductance of the receiver LR
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Figure 4.20: Sinusoidal global clock signal in resonant clock networks.
is determined as described in the previous section. The coupled voltage is determined by
VR = LR dIRdt +M
dIT
dt
(4.11)
|VR | = (LR .IRmax +M .ITmax).ω (4.12)
where ω denotes the frequency of the coupled signal.
Figure 4.21: Simplified transceiver circuit for an inductive link.
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The clock signal at the sink nodes is described by
Vsink =Hd ( jω).VR (4.13)
where Hd ( jω) is the transfer function for the local clock tree and Vsink is the clock voltage at
the sink nodes. The transmitter inductance LT and, hence, the transmitter current IT should
be determined such that the clock signal at sink nodes described by (4.13) is a full swing signal
in both frequencies. From (4.11) and (4.13), IT is written as
IT = VsinkZd (ω) .
Zd (ω)−LR . j .ω
M . j .ω
(4.14)
where Zd denotes the impedance of the clock network.
The capacitance C is added to the transmitter circuit to reduce the source current and power
consumption of the tester since the source current can be described by
IS = IT .(1−LT .C .ω2) (4.15)
The inductance and capacitance of the transmitter are determined such that Is is minimized.
The amplitude of Is for a wide range of LT and C is shown in Figure 4.22 where IT is 20 mA
and the clock frequency is 1 GHz. As shown in this figure, there are several choices for LT and
C that minimize Is .
To provide a full swing clock signal in both scan and at-speed test modes, the coupled voltages
in these twomodes should be determined such that
Vsink (ωs)=Vsink (ωa), (4.16)
where ωs and ωa denote, respectively, the scan and at-speed test frequencies.
Since the magnitude of the received voltage is proportional to the signal frequency, to deliver
a full swing clock for pre-bond test in different frequencies, the LC parameter of transmitter
circuit must be adapted. The scan test clock frequency is lower than the clock frequency in
normal operation. Consequently, a larger inductance is needed during scan test to deliver
a full swing clock signal. To satisfy this constraint, we have used an additional LC circuit
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Figure 4.22: The transmitter source current versus the transmitter inductance and capacitance.
to amplify the low frequency current coupled to the chip. This auxiliary circuit should be
switched off during high frequency at-speed test mode. The schematic of the transmitter
circuit is depicted in Figure 4.23.
For high frequency operation-including at-speed test and normal operation-,ωa ( i.e. at-speed
frequency) is applied in (4.13) to (4.15) to determine LT = LT1, andC =C1. For scan testmode,
by using ωs in (4.13) to (4.15) and having LT = LT1+LT2 and C =C1+C2, we can determin
LT2 andC2. The scan-enable signal controls a transmission gate, which connects/disconnects
the auxiliary LC circuit during scan/at-speed test modes.
Figure 4.23: Schematic of the transceiver circuit used for wireless pre-bond test.
The equivalent lumped model used for the inductors is shown in Figure 4.24 where LS , RS ,
andCS denote the inductor, the series resistance due to the conductor losses, and parasitic
coupling capacitance among the inductor turns, respectively. CSUB , COX , and RSUB are,
respectively, the parasitic capacitances of the silicon substrate and the inter-metal dielectric,
and the resistance due to the eddy currents in the substrate. This model can properly describe
the behavior of spiral inductors up to several giga hertzes. The parameters of this model can
be determined by applying the 0.18 µm technology parameters for the expressions presented
in [132].
The receiver circuit consists of the resonant inductor and a small voltage divider to produce
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the voltage offset. The inductive link can only transfer the AC signals and the coupled voltage
has no DC offset. To adapt the voltage level of the received signal to the CMOS logic level, a
voltage divider is used to produce a 0.9 V DC voltage from a 1.8 V voltage source. This circuit is
connected to the local clock network by a transmission gate, which is on during the pre-bond
test operation and is off in normal operation mode. Note that this voltage divider is practically
the sole overhead of the proposed method.
Figure 4.24: Lumpedmodel of a spiral inductor [20].
As compared to previous methods to ensure pre-bond testing, such as using redundant wires
or adding a DLL for each local clock network, employing inductive links for pre-bond test has
the least area overhead occupied by the additional circuit used for test purposes. The power
consumed in test mode is lower for this method, since the power consumed by DLLs or the
power dissipated in redundant wires is virtually eliminated in this approach.
4.3.1 Simulation results
In this section, a resonant clock network for a two plane 3-D circuit is designed and simulated
using Cadence Spectre. For pre-bond test, twomethods are investigated, the redundant wiring
and wireless testing as depicted in Figs. 2(b) and 2(d). For the first approach the width of
redundant wires and test clock drivers is determined as described in [128]. A comparison
is also offered with the method in [102], where the transistor count and power are used as a
reference.
A case study of a 3-D H-tree resonant clock network with 256 leaves is considered. The
3-D circuit is assumed to consist of two planes each containing 128 sink nodes. The load
capacitance at each node is assumed to be 20 fF and the operating and test frequencies are 1
GHz and 400MHz, respectively. The total area of the network is 3.4 mm ×3.4 mm. The wire
segments are the same as mentioned in table 4.1 in Subsection 4.1.1.
The amount of the resonant inductance is determined as described in Section 4.1. The
decoupling capacitor that should be sufficiently large to not affect the frequency of resonance
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is set to 60 pF. The number of LC tanks, the inductor size for each resonant circuit, and the
clock driver resistance are listed in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5: Design parameters and power consumption for different topologies.
#LC
tanks
L [nH] Rdr iver [Ω]
power [mW]
Standard Resonant
1 TSV 8 8 6.2 137.5 110
2 TSV 8 7.5 5.9 139 107
4 TSV 16 17.5 6.1 147 103
8 TSV 16 16 6.5 130 85
16 TSV 32 31 5.8 136 98
32 TSV 64 50 3.5 132 96
A path of the preferred structure among the different variants is shown in Figure 4.25(a) where
the TSVs are placed on the fourth level of the network. In this structure, eight TSVs are used to
connect the two planes and each plane contains eight LC tanks with a resonant inductance
of 16 nH for each tank. The power consumption of the clock network is reduced by 35% in
comparison to a standard clock network. For the redundant wiring approach, shown in Fig.
10(b) the width of redundant wires and test clock drivers is determined as described in [128].
The redundant wire width is determined to be half the wire width in the first plane and the
driver size is also reduced to 47% of the main clock driver.
For the off-chip transmitter in the wireless approach depicted in Figure 4.25(c), a sinusoidal
voltage source with an output resistance of 25 Ω is considered. The coupling coefficient
between the transmitter and the receiver is considered to be 0.25 that is a typical value in
previous studies [97]. The transmitter inductance for the operating frequency LT1 and the
corresponding capacitanceC1 are 17 nH and 6 pF, respectively. The auxiliary inductance LT2
and capacitance employed for the scan test frequencyC2 are 22.5 nH and 7 pF respectively.
As shown in Figure 4.26, this circuit is capable of switching between the test and operating
frequency when the scan enable signal toggles without missing any clock cycle.
The resistance of the voltage divider Rd is 100 kΩ. A high resistance is used to reduce the
current of the voltage divider. A transmission gate can be employed to switch the voltage
divider off during normal operation, eliminating the leakage current of the divider while
negligibly increasing the area overhead of the test circuit.
For DLLs, the power and transistor count reported in [102] are considered where the circuit
has also been designed in a 0.18 µm technology process. Eight DLLs are used to supply eight
disconnected clock trees. For redundant wiring, the area and power for additional wires are
investigated and for the wireless method the area and power of the voltage divider and the
transmission gates are considered. Since the voltage divider is much smaller than the DLLs
and additional wires, a considerable reduction in power and area overhead is achieved by the
wireless approach. The power consumption and area overhead for the compared methods of
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Figure 4.25: Preferred structure for resonant clock network where (a) is the post-bond network,
(b) is the network in pre-bond testing mode using redundant wiring and (c) is the network
using wireless pre-bond testing.
pre-bond testing are listed in Table 4.6. Note that all the methods require a control signal to
disconnect/switch off the wires, the transmission gates and/or the DLLs. Since this signal is
common to all methods and has almost the same fan-out is not included in this comparison.
Table 4.6: Power and area overhead for different methods of pre-bond testing.
DLL [102] Redundant wiring Proposed method
Power (mW) 6.5 2.8 0.026
Interconnects area ( m2) 0 110200 1600
Transistor count 3664 20 16
The proposed approach reduces the power consumption by 99% and 99.6% as compared to
using redundant wiring and DLLs, respectively. The interconnect area is reduced by 98.5% in
comparison to redundant wiring and the transistor count is reduced by 99.5% as compared to
employing DLLs.
The main improvements offered by this method are scalability, ease of test, reducing the test
power, reducing the silicon area, and increasing the reliability. The reliability is ensured by
preventing potential damages, which can occur during probing pads in wired test approaches.
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Alternatively, during normal operation, the use of resonant clocking offers significant power
savings, demonstrating the advantages of this unified scheme.
Figure 4.26: Clock signal at the receiver side of the inductive link where (a) is the clock signal
received by the inductor and (b) is the clock signal after the clock buffers at the sink nodes.
4.4 Summary
Exploiting resonant clock networks for 3-D circuits is studied in this chapter. In first section,
a design methodology for H-tree resonant clock networks in 3-D circuits is proposed. The
number of LC tanks, the resonant circuit parameters, and the driver size for normal operation
are determined such that a full swing signal is provided at the sink nodes and the power
consumption of the circuit is minimized. The effect of different parameters including the
number of planes and number of TSVs among the planes for designing 3-D resonant clock
networks is investigated. An approach to minimize the additional wire width and clock driver
size for pre-bond test is proposed. A 256-sink H-tree clock network operating at 5 GHz is
considered as the case study where a power reduction of 72% is achieved for an eight-plane
resonant clock network in comparison to a 2-D standard network. Simulation results indicate
43% reduction in the power consumed by the resonant 3-D clock network as compared to a
conventional buffered clock network.
In next section, a design method to apply resonant clocking to synthesized clock trees is
proposed. A “Breadth first ” tree traversal algorithm is employed and the LC tanks are swept
from the highest capacitive nodes of the topmost level to the clock sinks to determine the
minimum number of LC tanks and the size of LC tanks. The transfer function of the sink nodes
and the power consumption of the clock network for a wide range of resonant inductance
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are explored to determine the amount of resonant inductance that results in a full swing
clock signal at the sink nodes. Two approaches are presented where in the first approach the
inductance that minimizes the power is determined as the resonant inductance and, in the
second approach, the inductance that results in the least area overhead is determined as the
inductance of the LC tanks.
The power consumed by the resonant clock tree produced by the newmethod is significantly
lower than the standard clock network. Up to 57% power reduction is achieved in simulated
case studies. Comparing the proposed method with previous methods shows up to 80% im-
provement in the amplitude of the transfer function at the sink nodes by locating the LC tanks
in proper nodes of the tree. Using fewer number of LC tanks and smaller resonance inductors
reduces the area up to 51% as compared to previous methods. Proper allocation of LC tanks,
using a distributed RLCmodel for the clock network and sweeping the resonant inductance
also reduces the power consumption of the proposed method up to 25% as compared to
previous methods. Comparing minPow and minArea approaches shows that the minPow
reduces the power consumption up to 14.7% where theminArea reduces the area overhead
up to 19%. Simulation results indicate up to 52% reduction in the power consumed by the
resonant clock network as compared to a conventional buffered clock network. Compared
to existing methods, the number of LC tanks for the proposed technique is decreased up to
15% and the signal swing is also improved by 44%. Depending on whether power or area is
the design objective, two different approaches are followed to determine the parameters of
resonance.
In Section 4.3, an approach to deliver the clock signal during the pre-bond test is proposed.
Wireless pre-bond testing is supported by the use of an inductive link. A circuit design for
for the transceiver circuit is presented that provides a full swing clock signal in both test and
operating frequencies and has a negligible on-chip area overhead. A 256-sink H-tree clock
network with operating and test frequencies of 1 GHz and 400MHz, respectively, is considered
as the case study. The area occupied by the additional circuits used for testing is reduced
by 98.5% in comparison to the redundant wiring method, where in the same time power
consumed for pre-bond testing is reduced by 99%. The power consumed by the proposed
clock network during normal operation is reduced by 35% as compared to a standard clock
distribution network.
As mentioned before, thermal problems are more pronounced for 3-D circuits as compared to
2-D counterparts. By exploiting the resonance phenomemant and inductive coupling, a low
power and pre-bond testable (with negligible area overhead) 3-D clock distribution network is
provided that can mitigate thermal issues in 3-D circuits.
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Crosstalk among TSVs is another important concern that can affect the signal integrity and
timing of the transferred data. In standard 2-D circuits the crosstalk is usually caused by two
neighboring wires on the same layer. 3-D circuits are more vulnerable to crosstalk since TSVs
are bundled and thus most TSVs are surrounded by other TSVs. Consequently, a TSV can be
affected by several adjacent TSVs from all directions.
Serialization can be considered as a solution to alleviate the challenges related to TSV bunches
for transferring data among the planes. Converting parallel data into higher-rate serial data
can reduce the number of TSVs and consequently area and crosstalk effects. Conversely,
using serializer/deserializer circuits can add complexity to system design, specifically when
bandwidth is limited and with respect to power consumption.
This chapter proposes a case study of serial vs. parallel data communication for TSV-based
3-D circuits. For parallel data communication, crosstalk and resulting jitter is investigated.
The power consumption, area and fabrication yield for serial and parallel approaches are
compared.
In the following section the cross talk among a bunch of TSVs is considered for several cases.
In Section 5.2 a review of serialization method is presented and the simulation results are
discussed in Section 5.3. The summary is offered in Section 5.4.
5.1 Cross Talk
One of the challenges in TSV-based 3-D circuits is the cross talk between adjacent TSVs. To
analyze the effect of neighboring TSVs on each other an accurate model for TSVs is required.
Different models for TSVs have been proposed in [138,139]. The RLCmodel used in our study
is shown in Figure 5.1 where the resistance of this model is described in Eq. (2.7).
Figure 5.2 illustrates different topologies for TSV bunches considered to study crosstalk. In
Figure 5.2(a) the body of each TSV is connected to ground through a guard ring, p+ well over
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Figure 5.1: RLCmodel for TSV.
the resistive, capacitive bulk which prevents neighboring TSVs to induce noise to it. Figure
5.2(b) shows a shielded topology where ground TSV are employed to mitigate the interference
between adjacent TSVs and in Figure 5.2(c) a bunch of signaling TSVs are located without
using shielding methods.
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Figure 5.2: Different topologies for studying crosstalk where (a) shows the grounded TSV, (b) is
the shielded topology and (c) is the bunch of TSV without shielding.
Figure 5.3 shows the eye diagram for the output signal of a TSV with a diameter of 5 µm
located in a bunch of 16 TSVs with the pitch of 10 µm. As expected, the signal integrity for
the TSVs with connection to ground is better than the other topologies since the signal is not
affected by the neighboring TSVs. Exploiting ground TSVs can alleviate the crosstalk issues,
but it drastically increases the number of TSVs and hence the reliability and yield challenges
in the circuit.
5.2 Serialization
Although data parallel TSV connection provide the highest bandwidth for inter-layer data
communication, reliability, yield and area issues suggest the use of serial communication,
Moreover exploiting TSV bunches can affect the signal integrity due to cross talk between
the TSVs as discussed in previous section. These problems encourage us to explore the data
serial/parallel trade-off for decreasing the number of TSVs while preserving the performance
of the system.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 5.3: Eye diagram for different schemes for 16 bit where (a) is for grounded TSVs, (b) is
for shielded TSVs and (c) is for coupled TSVs.
Serialization is one of the solutions for overcoming the aforementioned issues. Since TSVs
can transfer data up to 40 Gb/s [140,141], serializing the data and reducing the number of
TSVs can help to improve the yield and fabrication cost of the system and reduce the area
occupied by the TSVs. Figure 5.4 shows the two approaches for inter-plane communication
where the serial structure shown in (b) replaces n parallel circuit shown in (a) using n:1/1:n
serializer/deserializer. The area and power consumed by serializer/deserializer must be
considered as the overhead of serialization. Typically, the area of the serializer and deserializer
is very small compared to the TSV footprint and reducing the number of TSVs considerably
saves area which makes the power consumption the only real drawback of this approach.
A tree-type serilazer/deserializer [138]is designed in 65 nmCMOS technology that can operate
at up to 10 GHz serial clock frequency. The structure of the designed serializer is shown in
Figure 5.5(a) where the serialization rate is 8. Different phase selection signals are generated
and used to sample the inputs and serialize as shown in Figure 5.5(b).
Using encoding schemes to reduce the power consumption of the serialization circuit is one
potential solution to reduce the switching activity and hence the power consumption of
the circuit. Different encoding schemes and their improvement in reducing the switching
activity for 8 bit data is listed in Table 5.1. As shown in this table, TIC/ETI [142,143] method
has the best performance in terms of reducing the number of transitions in a serial data
communication. The structure of these encoding schemes is shown in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.4: Parallel and serial method for inter-plane data communication where (a) shows
the parallel approach and (b) is the serial one.
In TIC (Transition Inversion-based Coding )encoding scheme, first, the number of transitions
in a data word is calculated. If the number of transitions is more than a threshold (e.g. half
the word length of the data) the data will be coded, otherwise, it will remain unchanged. To
encode the data, this approach checks every two bits in the serial word andmaps “00”, “01”,
“10”, and “11”, respectively, to “01”, “00”, “11”, and “10”.
In receiver side, a decision bit is required to determine if the data is coded or not. Hence, an
extra bit should be transmitted for each data word. In ETI (Embedded Transition Inversion
Coding) scheme, the coding routine is the same as TIC but the need for decision bit is elimi-
nated. For each coded data, a phase difference is generated between the clock and the data.
The decoder employs a phase detector and recognizes if the data is coded.
Simulation results show that the power consumed by the encoder/decoder circuits is much
more than the power reduced by decreasing the switching activity. Accordingly, exploiting
encoding methods is not a proper solution to reduce the power consumption of serialization
method where TSVs are used.
5.3 Simulation Results
In the first part of this section, signal coupling among a bunch of TSVs and the effects of this
coupling on signal integrity is studied. Afterwards a serialzer/deserilazer circuit for different
number of TSVs is simulated using 65 nm technology in Cadence Spectre and the area, power
and fabrication yield of the serial communication is compared to parallel approach. The
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.5: Serializer circuit and signaling.
fabrication yield of the 3-D circuit is described as [144]:
Y = (ydie )Ntier .(Ystacking )Ntier−1 (5.1)
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Table 5.1: different encoding shemes
Encoding Description #transition %improvement
- - 898 -
shuffle
i f #tr ansi t ion(in(i ))> n/2
824 8.2%
out (i , (1 : 2 : n))= in(i , (2 : 2 : n))
out (i , (2 : 2 : n))= in(i , (1 : 2 : n))
el se
out (i )= in(i )
Xor
if #transition (in(i))>n/2
756 15.8%
out (i )= in(i )⊕ in(i −1)
else
out (i )= in(i )
TIC/ETI
if #transition (in(i))>n/2
616 31%
out (i , (2 : 2 : n))=∼ in(i , (2 : 2 : n))
el se
out (i )= in(i )
(a)
(b)
Figure 5.6: Encoder structure where (a) shows the ETI decoder and (b) is the TIC decoder.
Ystacking = Ybonding (1− ft sv )Ntsv (5.2)
where Ntier is the number of layers stacked and Ydie is the yield of a single die, Ybonding is
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the yield of 3-D process, ft sv is the TSV failure rate and Ntsv the total number of TSVs. To
estimate the effect of TSV number on the yield of a two-plane 3-D circuit, we assume that Ydie ,
Ybonding , and ft sv are 0.95, 0.98 and 1e-6, respectively, and Ntier is two.
TSVs are modeled using the RLCmodel shown in Figure 5.1. The RLCmodel shown in Figure
5.1 is used to estimate the resistance, inductance, and capacitance of the TSVs. Three different
TSV diameters are considered where the parameters of the interconnects are listed in Table
5.2.
Table 5.2: TSV parameters
TSV diameter [µm] R [mΩ] C [fF] L [pH]
5 297 18 46
10 103 41 36
50 17 218 17
The crosstalk for 16 bundled TSVs with diameter of 10 µm is simulated. Three different
topologies shown in Figure 5.2 are considered. The bandwidth of the input data is 5 Gb/s.
To measure the TSV signal quality, an eye diagram plot is used and the jitter of the signal is
calculated and listed in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3: Jitter for a bunch of 16 TSVs.
Pitch [µm]
Jitter [ps]
With shielding Without shielding
D= 5µm
10 1.12 8.59
15 0.74 7.36
20 0.53 4.95
D=10µm
20 0.4 2.34
30 0.34 1.4
40 0.21 1.34
D=50µm
100 0.27 0.75
150 0.18 0.4
200 0.11 0.32
As shown in this table, the jitter is felt more in smaller TSVs since the inductance of the TSVs
decreases by increasing the size of TSVs. Moreover by increasing the size of TSVs the pitch of
adjacent TSV also increases which reduces the inductive and capacitive coupling between the
TSVs. Ground shielding can reduce the jitter of the bunch of 16 signaling TSVs up to 86% while
it increases the number of TSVs to 44.
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To alleviate crosstalk problemwithout drastically increasing the TSV area, serializationmethod
is considered. Simulation results for different number of bits is listed in Table 5.4 where TSVs
with 10 um diameter are used. Since the area of the serializer and deserializer is quite smaller
(e.g. less than 0.1× in 65nm technology) than the footprint of the TSV , the area reported in the
table is the area of TSVs.
Table 5.4: Operating frequency, power, and area for different serialization rates.
Parallel Clock Serial Clock
Power Area
Frequency Frequency
8bit
Parallel 1000 237 628
W/O encoding 1000 8 984.6 78.5
TIC encoding 1000 9 1202 78.5
16 bit
Parallel 529 385 1256
W/O encoding 529 7.5 1326 78.5
TIC encoding 529 8 1530 78.5
32 bit
Parallel 273 251 2512
W/O encoding 273 7.75 2193 78.5
TCI encoding 273 8 2345 78.5
Figure 5.7: Yield vs. Number of TSV .
As shown in Figure 5.7, reducing the number of TSVs from 32 to 1 can improve the fabrication
yield of the whole circuit by 0.0022%
Figure 5.8 shows the power consumption of 8-bit inter-plane data transmission for different
structures, parallel, serial without encoding and serial with TIC encoding. Figure 5.8(a) shows
the power consumption vs. TSV diameter and Figure 5.8(b) indicates the power vs. signal
frequency.
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Figure 5.8: Power consumption for 8-bit data transmission vs. TSV size (a) and signal frequency
(b).
As mentioned before, the power consumed by encoder/decoder circuits is more than the
power saved by reducing the switching activity. Thus, employing encoding schemes does
not seem a proper approach to reduce the power consumption in TSV based inter-plane
transmission.
Since the designed serializer/deserializer circuit can operate at maximum frequency of 10
GHz, the frequency of the input signal limited to 10 GHz/n where n is the serialization rate. For
signals below this frequency the performance of the system does not degrade due to serializa-
tion where for faster signals errors caused by serialization circuit decreases the performance
of the system.
5.4 Summary
In this chapter the crosstalk effect on bundled TSVs is considered. For a bunch of 16 TSVs, up
to 8.95 ps jitter is added to a 5 GHz bandwidth data due to TSV to TSV coupling. Exploiting
grounded TSVs to shield the signaling TSVs can reduce the jitter by 86% but alternatively
increases the total number of TSVs to 44.
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Serialization approach is proposed to improve the signal integrity and reducing the number of
TSVs. Using serialization drastically reduces the TSV area and slightly improves the fabrication
yield of the circuit. On the other hand the power consumed by the serializer/deserializer is
not negligible and should be carefully considered and compared to the power of the whole
3-D circuit to find out if this approach is a proper solution for a certain application or not.
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6 Buffer Allocation for RRAM-based
FPGA Structure
3-D integration provides dense cuircuits as compared to its 2-D counterpart. Reducing the
footprint area in large circuits also results in better performance for 3-D circuits. Recent Field
Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) are quite complex circuits and employing 3-D technology
can improve their performance and speed. The marketshare of FPGAs is increasing due
to their versatility, but unfortunately FPGAs are worse than Application-Specific Integrated
Circuits (ASICs) in terms of computational density (area), delay, and power consumption. The
programmable interconnects occupy up to 90% of FPGA area and are responsible for up to
80% and 85% of the total delay and power consumption, respectively [145]. Improving routing
structures is crucial to bridge the gap between FPGA and ASIC circuits. Exploiting monolithic
3-D circuits such as RRAMs can lead to improved routing structure for FPGAs.
In conventional FPGA architectures, SRAMs and pass transistors are used to form the pro-
grammable interconnects. The relatively low density of SRAM-based storage leads to ineffi-
cient silicon area utilization and consequently to longer routing paths and larger interconnect
delays. Moreover, a considerable amount of power is consumed in SRAMs during standby due
to the volatile nature of the memory circuits.
Replacing SRAM cells with Non-Volatile Memories (NVM) has been introduced as a promising
approach to reduce the standby power, area (and consequently delay) of FPGAs. RRAMs
provide ultra-dense memory arrays with easy programing features, fast write time and low
write energy as compared to other emerging NVMs [19, 115]. These characteristics make
RRAMs an emerging solution for next-generation FPGAs. We consider FPGAs with RRAMs
storing the configuration and proving the routing means. Our study concentrates on routing.
In addition to realizing memory blocks, there have been several studies on RRAM-based rout-
ing structures. RRAM cells can replace the transmission gate switches controlled by a SRAM
cell and reduce significantly the routing delay [17,24,146]. Signal buffers are unavoidable parts
of routing paths in FPGAs and buffer allocation in RRAM-based FPGAs should be adjusted
due to different specification of the routing paths. An adaptive buffer allocation method is
proposed in [19] where the positions of inserted buffers in [17] are optimized on demand.
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However, this method is complex as it needs a serious change in the architecture and employs
additional reconfigurable switches to allocate the buffers. Buffer allocation in RRAM-based
FPGAs is an important ongoing task that can affect the performance, area, and power of these
circuits.
In this chapter, we analyze the effects of buffer allocation in RRAM-based FPGAs. Different
buffering styles and models are studied and evaluated, with the goal of reducing the number
of buffers while maintaining performance. We propose a structure with reduced number of
buffers in routing path of RRAM-based FPGAs without sacrificing the system performance.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows, Section 6.1 presents a review of conventional
and RRAM-based FPGA structures. Section 6.2 shows the effect of buffer allocation on FPGA
performance. Architectural simulation results are shown in Section 6.3 and conclusions are
drawn in Section 6.4.
6.1 Buffer distribution in FPGA
The structure of a conventional island-style FPGA is shown in Figure 6.1, where each Logic
Block (LB) is surrounded by routing channels. Logic blocks consist of Look-Up Tables (LUTs), D
Flip-Flops and multiplexers to implement both combinational and sequential logic functions.
Each logic block is connected to the routing channels through Connection Boxes (CBs), and
Switch Boxes (SBs) provide the connection between the different routing channels. CBs
and SBs, both consist of a large set of programmable switches that are configure thanks to
programing bits. Conventionally, scan-chain SRAM cells are used to store the configuration
data [147]. Each SRAM cell includes a minimum of six transistors, which results in large area
overhead for conventional FPGAs. Volatility and slow loading time are other issues of the
SRAM cells.
LB LB LB CB CB 
CB 
CB 
LB 
LB 
CB 
CB 
LB 
LB 
CB 
CB 
LB 
LB 
CB 
CB 
CB 
CB 
SB SB 
SB SB 
Figure 6.1: Conventional FPGA structure.
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Novel nonvolatile RRAM technologies bear a lot of promise to replace SRAMs, . RRAMs have
only two terminals and programming transistor are required at each of the two terminals
to turn an RRAM switch on or off. In FPGA structure where several programmable switches
are employed to implement routing multiplexers, these terminals are shared among several
RRAM cells. The programming transistors can also be shared so that only one programming
transistor is required for each node. Different algorithms have been proposed for placing the
programing transistors in RRAM based FPGAs [18,19]. Efficient placement of programming
transistors can drastically decrease the number of these transistors [19].
RRAM technology is CMOS-compatible, which makes them cost efficient as compared to
current technologies. Besides, the drawbacks of RRAM - which show poor performance
during writing operation and low endurance - are not relevant during FPGA operation. There
is limited write access to the RRAMs only during programming the FPGA. Having smaller
footprint results in shorter interconnects and reduced interconnect delay.
New routing structures are proposed in [24] for reprogrammable switches. In this architecture,
the pass transistor switches are replaced by RRAM cells. Since RRAMs are fabricated between
the metal layers, the routing switches can be placed over the logic layer which results in a
drastic area reduction.
Along with the configurable switches, buffers are the other important element of the FPGAs
routing structure. Different characteristics of RRAM switches- as compared to CMOS transmis-
sion gates - change the properties of signal paths in RRAM-based FPGAs. Since critical paths
are different in nature in RRAMs-based FPGAs, we reconsider the buffer allocation problem.
In the next section, we consider the effect of intermediate buffers on signal propagation delay
and address the allocation of buffers in RRAM-based FPGAs. In the first part, we study a
modified approach for buffer allocation routing path in RRAM FPGAs and express the relation
of the signal delay with number of buffers in different structures. In the next part, we show
circuit level simulations to evaluate the proposed structures.
6.1.1 Delay Calculation in Critical Path
On a general basis, insertion of buffers breaks the routing path into smaller segments and
reduces the quadratic delay of the path. In exchange the intrinsic delay of the buffers is added
to the path. Hence, over employing the buffers can degrade the delay. Besides, reducing the
number of buffers in routing structure can reduce the power consumption and area overhead.
In conventional FPGA structures, after each switch block there is a buffer which restores the
signal and drives the next block, as illustrated in Figure 6.2.
Using one buffer after each switch box is not necessarily the most efficient structure. An
alternative approach consists of allocating one buffer after each n switch boxes where n is
larger than one. The optimum n can be determined in terms of circuit characteristics. Figure
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Figure 6.2: The critical path in conventional FPGAs.
6.3 shows the RCmodel for the critical path between two logic blocks where there areN switch
blocks and a buffer is assigned after each n switch boxes.
Figure 6.3: RCmodel for the critical path.
The delay between two buffers is expressed, using [148] as:
τs =R0(C0+Cg )+2nR0Cseg +nRsegCg +n2RsegCseg (6.1)
where Ro andCo stand for the output resistance and capacitance of the buffer, and Rseg and
Cseg denote the resistance and capacitance of each segment including the switch and the wire
between the switches. The delay between two logic blocks is:
τ= N
n
τs + (Nn −1)τb (6.2)
where τb is the intrinsic delay of the buffers. To minimize the delay, n is determined as:
n =
￿
R0(C0+Cg )+τb
RsegCseg
(6.3)
One can see that n increases by reducing Rseg andCseg . The wire segments between the switch
boxes is shorter in RRAM-based FPGAs due to smaller area and RRAM switches have smaller
on resistance as compared to SRAM-based structures. Therefore, Rseg andCseg can be smaller
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in RRAM-based structures, which results in higher n and lower number of buffers for these
type of FPGAs. Interestingly, n (i.e. the number of unbufferd switches between two buffered
switches) is not dependent on the length of critical path which allows us to determine a unique
n for different critical paths.
Another potential solution to reduce the path delay is using regenerative repeaters instead of
conventional buffers [19,23]. These repeaters use feedback loops to amplify the attenuated
signal along the propagation path. The critical path of an FPGA with regenerative repeater
is depicted in Figure 6.4(a) and the structure of a simple regenerative buffer is shown in
Figure 6.4(b). Periodic amplification of the signal along the routing path results in linear delay
rather than quadratic RC delay. Contrarily to conventional buffers, regenerative buffers are
bidirectional and since they have one input/output port, placing them in routing path is quite
simpler than conventional buffers.
Logic Block Connection 
 Box 
DFF 
Switch 
Box 
Connection 
 Box 
Logic Block 
DFF 
Switch 
Box 
Switch 
Box 
Regenerative 
Buffer 
Regenerative 
Buffer 
(a)
(b)
Figure 6.4: The critical path in conventional FPGAs (a) and the structure of complementary
regenerative feedback repeater [23] (b).
Figure 6.5 shows the critical path with N switch boxes where we employ one regenerative
buffer after each n switch boxes. Rb andCb denote the output resistance and capacitance of
the regenerative buffer.
The output voltage of the critical path can be described as:
Vout =Vin . α
(m−1)
1+ R1XL .
R1R3+mR1X1+R1XL+R3X1
R1R3+(m+1)R1X1+R3X1
(6.4)
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Figure 6.5: (a) RCmodel for the critical path with regenerative buffer and (b) simplified RC
model.
wherem, the number of buffers is (N/n−1) and
R1 =Rb
X1 = 1Cb +nCsegω j (6.5)
R3 = nRseg
XL = 1(Cb +nCseg )ω j || (nRseg +
1
(Cg +nCseg )ω j )
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The signal delay is:
τ= (m−1)τr +Rb(Cb +Cg +2nCseg )+nRseg (Cg +Cseg ) (6.6)
and the optimum n to minimize the delay is determined where:
2nRsegCseg + (2RbCseg +RsegCg )− Nn2 = 0 (6.7)
Contrarily to structures with conventional buffers, the optimum number of regenerative
buffers is dependent onN.
If optimum n is larger than one, it means that reducing the number of buffers reduces the
delay of the signal path. Using these analytical expressions lets us reduce the number of
buffers for each data path without sacrificing the performance of the system.
6.1.2 Validation by circuit level simulations
In this section, we perform circuit-level simulations using Cadence Spectre to evaluate the
effect of buffers on performancemetrics. The performance of RRAM-based blocks is compared
to their SRAM-based counterparts. Electrical simulations are performed in a commercial 65
nm technology with Vdd equal to 1V. However, the results are not technology dependent and
similar improvement can be achieved using other technologies.
The SB_2 structure for switch boxes shown in Fig. 7 is considered where each signal path
passes through one switch for each switch box [24]. For unbuffered switchboxes, the same
structure (excluding input and output buffers) is used as shown in Figure 6.6(c). For SRAM-
based structure, pass transistors switches (NMOS and PMOS) with (1× and 2.5×minimum
size) are used.
For RRAM cells, the model proposed in [25] is used which includes the parasitic elements
as shown in Figure 6.7. Cp and Rp model the intrinsic MIM structure capacitance and the
resistance related to the leakage current between two electrode. Rc is the contact resistance
and Rs shows the switching element. In our simulations,Cp , Rp , and Rc are set to 20 fF, 200
MΩ, and 20Ω, respectively based on [25].
Two different RRAM switches with Ron of 1 kΩ and 2 kΩ are used in simulations [149] where
the Ro f f for both case is 1MΩ. For RRAM-based structure, the programming transistors are
included in the simulation model.
Different structures for a critical path in FPGA are considered and simulated. In the reference
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.6: SB_2 switch box structure and its equivalent circuit for buffered and un-buffered
switches [24].
Figure 6.7: RRAM circuit model [25]
architecture, the critical path between two logic boxes goes throughN buffered switchboxes. In
themodified structures, the same critical path is considered while instead of having n buffered
switches, we use one buffered switch and replace the n-1 remaining ones with unbuffered
switches as shown in Figure 6.8.
In a modified critical path with fixed length, different possible start points for the path can
result in various characteristics. For example in Figure 6.8, the critical paths starting from
logic blocks #1 have different characteristics as compared to paths starting from logic blocks
#2 and #3. However, in all our case studies, simulation results show negligible difference in
delay and power consumed by these different structures. Hence, we report for one structures
(#1) in following simulation results.
In our first circuit simulation, we consider a path with 10 switch boxes (N=10) and sweep n to
find the optimum number of buffers. Two different RRAM switches (Ron=1 kΩ and 2 kΩ) are
used in simulation. Figure 6.9 shows the delay for SRAM and RRAM critical path. As expected,
by increasing the on resistance of the RRAMs, the signal delay increases. The simulation results
show that for SRAM -based FPGAs, the minimum delay is obtained by having one buffer after
each switchbox whereas for RRAM-based FPGAs, there is no need to dedicate a buffer after
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Figure 6.8: The conventional and the modified structure for n=3.
each switchbox. In this case study, using one buffer after each two switchboxes results in lower
delay as compared to other structures.
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Figure 6.9: Critical path delay for SRAM and RRAM based FPGAs forN=10 and Ron=1 kΩ and 2
kΩ.
In a second set of simulations, we vary the length of the critical path to evaluate its effect on
the optimum number of buffers. We consider N=10 and N=20 with Ron=1 kΩ. The delay is
shown in Figure 6.10.
For both cases, the optimum n to minimize the delay is 2. It confirms the aforementioned
expression, (6.3), where n is not dependent toN.
In the next simulation, we use regenerative buffers in critical path and compare the signal
delay with the same path with conventional buffers. The critical path delay forN=10 is shown
in Figure 6.11. Results show that for SRAM-based FPGAs the performance of the routing path
with conventional buffers is better than regenerative buffers while for RRAM-based FPGAs,
the best performance is achieved by using regenerative buffers. However, as shown in Figure
6.11(b), exploiting regenerative buffers for RRAM-based structures does not necessarily result
in lower delay for all number of buffers. Hence, employing this kind of buffers should be
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Figure 6.10: Critical path delay for SRAM and RRAM based FPGAs forN=10 andN=20.
carefully considered depending on the circuit characteristics. Note that the area overhead of
regenerative buffers is more than the conventional ones.
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Figure 6.11: Critical path delay for regenerative and conventional buffers where (a) shows the
delay for SRAM-based FPGAs and (b) for RRAM-based FPGAs.
In addition, circuit level simulations confirm the effect of RRAM switches on improving the
performance of the critical path. The low on resistance of RRAM switches reduces the RC delay
of routing path and allows us to reduce the number of restoring buffers. Reducing the number
of buffers can enhance the performance of RRAM-based FPGAs with both conventional and
regenerative buffering style.
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Based on this fact modified structures can be proposed for RRAM-based FPGAs where some
of the conventional buffered multiplexers are replaced by unbuffered RRAM switches. In the
next section, these modified routing channels are employed in FPGA architecture.
6.2 Architectural Simulations
In the previous section, we studied the effect of buffer distribution at the circuit level. In this
section, we move to the architectural level and study the impact of the buffer allocation on the
FPGA performance.
6.2.1 Methodology
The architecture level simulations are done using the VTR flow [150]. The twenty largest
MCNC benchmarks [151] are first synthesized by ABC [152]. Then, packing, placement,
and routing are performed by VPR 7 [14]. The island-type structure shown in Figure 6.1, is
considered with Fcin , Fcout , and Fs respectively set to 0.15, 0.1, and 3. Technology parameters
(area, delay and power) are extracted from commercial 45nm technology.
The benchmarks are mapped on both standard CMOS SRAM-based and RRAM-based FPGAs.
The different routing schemes that will be considered are depicted in Figure 6.12. In Figure
6.12(a) we consider a standard single driver routing scheme with channel length of 1. All the
routing multiplexers are buffered. Note that other channel length can be used with no specific
differences with the results. Figure 6.12(b) shows modified routing scheme that removes half
the buffers. After each buffered multiplexer, a buffer is removed. We call this routing scheme
B2. Figure 6.12(c) removes two third of the buffers by using two unbuffered multiplexer
between buffered multiplexers. This scheme is referenced to as B3.
6.2.2 Simulation Results
Figure 6.13 shows power, area, and critical path delay for six architectures including SRAM-
based conventional routing, RRAM-based conventional routing, RRAM-based B2 and B3
routing, and RRAM-based B2 and B3 routing. Comparing conventional structure (B1) for
CMOS and RRAM-based circuits show that employing RRAM switches improves the critical
path delay by 56% where the power consumption is reduced by 8.9%.
In SRAM-based structures, B1 has the best timing performance which means that reducing
the number of buffers for these FPGAs is not a useful approach. Alternatively, in RRAM-based
structures, B2 shows better performance which allows us to used one unbuffered switch after
each conventional buffered one. For the studied benchmarks, using B1 structure in the same
time improves the average delay, area and power by 8.6%, 15.9%, and 5%, respectively.
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Figure 6.12: different FPGA architectures where (a) is conventional architecture and (b), (c)
showmodified architecture B2 and B3.
6.3 Summary
Employing 3-D integration can improve the performance of the large circuits as compared to
2-D integration. In this chapter we focus on FPGAs as a good example of complex circuits and
attend to improve their performance, power consumption and area overhead by using RRAMs
which are part of monolithic 3-D circuits.
Compared to Application-Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs), Field Programmable Gate Arrays
(FPGAs) provide reconfigurablity at the cost of lower performance and higher power consump-
tion. Exploiting a large number of programmable switches, routing structures are mainly
responsible for this performance degradation. Hence exploiting more efficient switches can
drastically improve the performance and reduce the power consumption of the FPGA. RRAM
switches are one of the most promising candidates to improve the FPGA routing architecture
thanks to their low on-resistance and non-volatility. The different nature of RRAM switches, as
compared to standard CMOS encourages us to reconsider the buffer distribution. This chapter
proposes an approach to reduce the number of buffers in routing path of RRAM-based FPGAs.
Our architectural simulations for the twenty biggest MCNC benchmarks show that using
RRAM switches improves the critical path delay by 56% as compared to CMOS switches where
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Figure 6.13: Architectural simulation results for MCNC benchmarks where (a) is critical path
delay, (b) is power consumption and (c) is the area.
in the same time the area and power are also reduced, respectively, by 16.8% and 8.9%. Our
buffering scheme gives an extra bonus of 8.6% for delay reduction and improves the power
and area by 5% and 15.9% as compared to conventional buffering approach for RRAM-based
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FPGAs.
In SRAM-based structures reducing the number of buffers degrades the performance of the
circuit due to high resistance of the CMOS switches.
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3-D integration is a promising prospect for implementing high performance multifunctional
systems-on-chips. Interconnect length plays a dominant role in limiting the speed in modern
integrated circuits. Exploiting vertical inter-chip interconnects is a proper solution which can
drastically decrease the interconnect length and improve the performance.
Clock networks consume a great portion of the power dissipated in a circuit. Therefore,
designing a low-power clock network in synchronous circuits is an important task. This
requirement is stricter for 3-D circuits due to the increased power densities. Synchronization
issues can be more challenging for 3-D circuits since a clock path can spread across several
planes with different physical and electrical characteristics. Consequently, designing low
power clock networks for 3-D circuits is an important issue. Resonant clock networks are
considered efficient low-power alternatives to conventional clock distribution schemes. These
networks utilize additional inductive circuits to reduce power while delivering a full swing
clock signal to the sink nodes.
Another considerable challenge for 3-D integration is manufacturing and the related yield
implications. Manufacturing processes for 3-D circuits include some additional steps as
compared to standard CMOS processes, such as wafer thinning and TSV fabrication. This
manufacturing complexity makes 3-D circuits more susceptible to manufacturing defects,
which can lower the overall yield of the bonded 3-D stack. Testing is another complicated
task for 3-D ICs, where pre-bond test is a prerequisite. Contactless testing methods have
been considered as an alternative for conventional test methods. Pre-bond testability, in turn,
presents new challenges to 3-D clock network design primarily due to the incomplete clock
distribution networks prior to the bonding of the planes. To efficiently address this issue,
inductive links are exploited to wirelessly transmit the clock signal to the disjoint resonant
clock networks. The inductors comprising the LC tanks are used as the receiver circuit for the
links, essentially eliminating the need for additional circuits and/or interconnect resources
during pre-bond test.
Through Silicon Vias (TSVs) are the enablers for achieving high bandwidth paths in inter-
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plane communications. TSVs also provide higher vertical link density and facilitate the heat
flow in the 3-D circuits as compared to other potential schemes such as inductive links.
However, reliability issues and crosstalk problems among adjacent TSVs decrease the yield
and performance of TSV based circuits. Moreover, the area footprint of TSVs and related
keep-out areas is significant. Reducing the number of TSVs employed for inter-plane signal
transferring can alleviate these problems.
Serialization can be considered as a solution to alleviate the challenges related to TSV bunches
for transferring data among the planes. Converting parallel data into higher-rate serial data
can reduce the number of TSVs and consequently area and cross-talk effects. Conversely,
using serializer/deserializers circuits can add complexity to system design, specifically when
bandwidth is limited and with respect to power consumption.
Recent FPGAs are quite complex circuits which provide reconfigurablity at the cost of lower
performance and higher power consumption as compared to ASIC circuits. Exploiting a large
number of programmable switches, routing structures aremainly responsible for performance
degradation in FPAGs. Employing 3-D technology can provide more efficient switches which
drastically improve the performance and reduce the power consumption of the FPGA. RRAM
switches are one of the most promising candidates to improve the FPGA routing architecture
thanks to their low on-resistance and non-volatility. Along with the configurable switches,
buffers are the other important element of the FPGAs routing structure. Different characteris-
tics of RRAM switches- as compared to CMOS transmission gates - change the properties of
signal paths in RRAM-based FPGAs. The on resistance of RRAM switches is considerably lower
than CMOS pas gate switches which results in lower RC delay for RRAM-based routing paths.
This different nature in critical path and signal delay in turn affect the need for intermediate
buffers. Thus the buffer allocation should be reconsidered. In the last part of my thesis, I
consider the effect of buffers on signal propagation delay and address the allocation of buffers
in RRAM-based FPGAs.
7.1 Contributions
In first part of my research, a design methodology for H-tree resonant clock networks in
3-D circuits is presented. The proposed 3-D resonant clock networks considerably lower
the power of the clock distribution system, while pre-bond test is supported by the proper
design and allocation of the LC tanks within each plane. In this way, resonant operation is
ensured for each plane either in test or functional mode and the clock signal characteristics
are maintained within each plane and for either operating mode. The number of LC tanks,
the resonant circuit parameters, and the driver size for normal operation are determined
such that a full swing signal is provided at the sink nodes and the power consumption of the
circuit is minimized. The effect of different parameters including the number of planes and
number of TSVs among the planes for designing 3-D resonant clock networks is investigated.
An approach to minimize the additional wire width and clock driver size for pre-bond test is
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proposed. Simulation results indicate that using a resonant clock network can significantly
decrease the power consumption of the clock tree in 3-D circuits. Furthermore, the results
confirm that the power consumed in a 3-D clock network is lower than a 2-D clock network
due to the shorter interconnect length. A 256-sink H-tree clock network operating at 5 GHz is
considered as the case study where a power reduction of 72% is achieved for an eight-plane
resonant clock network in comparison to a 2-D standard network.
Afterwards, a design method to apply resonant clocking to synthesized clock trees is proposed.
A “breadth first” tree traversal algorithm is employed and the LC tanks are swept from the
highest capacitive nodes of the topmost level to the clock sinks to determine the minimum
number and the size of LC tanks. The transfer function of the sink nodes and the power
consumption of the clock network for a wide range of resonant inductance are explored to
determine the amount of resonant inductance that results in a full swing clock signal at the
sink nodes. Two approaches are presented where in the first approach the inductance that
minimizes the power is determined as the resonant inductance and, in the second approach,
the inductance that results in the least area overhead is determined as the inductance of the
LC tanks.
The power consumed by the resonant clock tree produced by the newmethod is significantly
lower than the standard clock network. Up to 57% power reduction is achieved in simulated
case studies. Comparing the proposed method with previous methods shows up to 80% im-
provement in the amplitude of the transfer function at the sink nodes by locating the LC tanks
in proper nodes of the tree. Using fewer number of LC tanks and smaller resonance inductors
reduces the area up to 51% as compared to previous methods. Proper allocation of LC tanks,
using a distributed RLCmodel for the clock network and sweeping the resonant inductance
also reduces the power consumption of the proposed method up to 25% as compared to
previous methods. Comparing minPow and minArea approaches shows that the minPow
reduces the power consumption up to 14.7% where the minArea reduces the area overhead up
to 19%.
The next part of the research introduces a designmethodology of resonant 3-D clock networks
that support wireless pre-bond testing through the use of inductive links. By exploiting the
resonance phenomena and inductive coupling, a low power and pre-bond testable 3-D clock
distribution network is provided for the first time. The low-power property originates from
the phenomenon of energy resonance, while the minimal overhead pre-bond testability is
assured by employing inductive links, where the receiver circuit is the inductor of the on-chip
LC tank. The probe card (i.e. the off-chip part of the inductive link) is designed to deliver a full
swing sinusoidal clock signal in test and normal operation frequencies. Designing a resonant
clock network for normal operation is investigated and the number of LC tanks, the resonant
circuit parameters, and the driver size for normal operation are determined, such that a full
swing signal is provided at the sink nodes and the power consumption of the circuit is lowered.
A design for the transmitter circuit is presented that provides a full swing clock signal in both
test and operating frequencies and has a negligible on-chip area overhead.
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A 256-sink H-tree clock network with operating and test frequencies of 1 GHz and 400 MHz,
respectively, is considered as the case study. The area occupied by the additional circuits used
for testing is reduced by 98.5% in comparison to the redundant wiring method, where in the
same time power consumed for pre-bond testing is reduced by 99%. The power consumed
by the proposed clock network during normal operation is reduced by 35% as compared to a
standard clock distribution network.
The next chapter of the thesis is dedicated to the problems of TSV based inter-plane com-
munication. Crosstalk between the TSVs is the other important concern that can affect the
signal integrity and timing of the transferred data. Chapter 5 proposes a case study of serial vs.
parallel data communication for TSV-based 3-D circuits. For parallel data communication,
crosstalk and resulting jitter is investigated and its area and fabrication yield of is compared
with serial approach.
For a bunch of 16 TSVs, up to 8.95 ps jitter is added to a 5 GHz bandwidth data due to TSV
to TSV coupling. Exploiting grounded TSVs to shield the signaling TSVs can reduce the jitter
by 86% but alternatively increases the total number of TSVs to 44. Serialization approach is
proposed to improve the signal integrity and reducing the number of TSVs. Using serialization
drastically reduces the TSV area and improves the fabrication yield of the circuit by 0.0022%.
On the other hand the power consumed by the serializer/deserializer is not negligible and
should be carefully considered and compared to the power of the whole 3-D circuit to find out
if this approach is a proper solution for a certain application or not.
In the last part of my work, I consider the effect of intermediate buffers on signal transmission
in RRAM based FPGAs. Different characteristics of RRAM switches let us reduce the number
of intermediate buffers and improve power, area and even the delay in RRAM-based FPGAs. I
have studied amodified approach for buffer allocation routing path in RRAMFPGAs. Analytical
expressions are presented to determine the optimum number of buffers for each defined path
and circuit level simulations are performed to validate these analytical expressions.
Architectural simulation for the twenty largest MCNC benchmarks show that exploiting RRAM
switches can reduce the delay by 56% as compared to SRAM-based architecture, while the
power consumption and area are also reduced by 8.9% and 16.8%. Our proposed buffering
approach provides additional improvement of 8.6%, 5% , and 15.6%, respectively, for delay,
area, and power for RRAM-based FPGAs. In SRAM-based structures reducing the number of
buffers degrades the performance of the circuit due to high resistance of the CMOS switches.
7.2 Future Research
The first part of my research is dedicated to design low-power clock distribution network for
3-D circuits. Employing extra on-chip inductors, resonant clock networks reduce the power
consumption of the clock networks. However, implementing these extra on-chip inductors
increases the area overhead of this clocking scheme. The advantage of the common fabrication
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methods for on-chip inductors is that they only use the upper metal layers and leave the active
silicon area to the implementation of the transistors. However, today￿s dense circuit design
dedicating of massive metal area to realize inductive components arises serious challenges,
i.e. interconnect architecture requires almost all the metal area and leaves small portion
for the implementation of any other components. Hence, area-aware design of high-quality
on-chip inductors is an important task to facilitate the use of resonant clock networks. New
approaches of manufacturing inductors for 3-D circuits can be considered to replace the
traditional inductor fabrication methods. As an example, TSVs can be employed in order to
efficiently realize these inductors. In addition, exploiting other conventional technologies
would result in more efficient designs to optimize the area and quality factor of the inductors.
In today￿s technology, higher density circuitry requires vertically stacked architecture. This
technology accompanies wafer thinning (normally through standard wafer backside grinding)
in order to decrease the lateral size of the chip and increase density efficiency and decreases
inter-layer interconnect length. On the other hand, such a short vertical distance gives rise to
the cross talk and inductive coupling between neighboring layers.
By increasing the area of the integrated circuits, larger networks are required to distribute
the clock signal between sequential components. Using long interconnects results in larger
inductive component of the wires. Consequently, the clock network in one plane can induce a
magnetic field to the adjacent planes. This problem can be more pronounced for resonant
clock network since resonant on-chip inductors are added to the circuit. Investigating the
magnetic interference for 3-D resonant clock networks can be considered as a follow-up phase
of my research. For this aim, magnetic field simulator packages like HFSS or COMSOL should
be utilized in order to solve electromagnetic fields induced in the structures and therefore
provide a more realistic model for the whole clock network.
One of the important advantages of 3-D integration for mixed-signal circuits is to alleviate
substrate noise problems. By implementing analog and digital circuits in different planes in
heterogeneous 3-D circuits, there is no common substrate between these parts to pass the dig-
ital substrate noise to sensitive analog circuits. Distributing the clock signal in heterogeneous
3-D circuits is a challenging task. Studying the effects of resonant circuits on substrate noise is
another topic worth investigating.
In has been reported that the two important parameters of skew and jitter can be enhanced in
resonant clocking approach. However, since this thesis has been dedicated to the fundamental
study of this approach, the effect of these two parameters has been neglected. As a more
comprehensive study, it is worthwhile to include them in the design in order to provide high
quality clock signal.
This study has been independent from process variation effect. However, fabrication imper-
fections are inevitable in the actual realization of the design. As a future work, study on an
adaptive design, which can tolerate component variation, is advantageous.
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In my work, a methodology for designing a circuit with resonant clock distribution networks
is proposed. Another add-up to this study is the implementation of a digital circuit using
resonant clock networks that can support contactless pre-bond testing. The functionality of
the circuit should be verified both in low as well as high frequency. Consequently, the circuit
should be able to perform in wide range of frequencies and in different situations such as pre-
and post-bond configuration. For this purpose, special libraries for 3-D integration process
should be used in a commercial tool suite like Cadence, and inductive links can be modeled
directly within such tools. As an alternative approach, particular software packages for RF
engineering such as VPCM or Momentum can be used to calculate the inductance and the
Q-factor of the inductor and export the layout to a commercial tool suite. This would give
designers a powerful tool set for this technology.
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